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ABSTRACT 

Learning and retaining Chinese characters are often considered to be the most 

challenging elements in learning Chinese as a foreign language. Applying the theory of 

meaningful interpretation, the chunking mnemonic technique, and the linguistic features of 

Chinese characters, this study examines whether the method of meaningful interpretation 

and chunking (MIC) can promote learners’ immediate learning and retention of Chinese 

characters. Mandarin Chinese learners at two high schools were randomized into a 

treatment and a control group. Students varied by language level of study (second, third, 

and fourth year of Mandarin) and whether they were heritage learners of Mandarin or not. 

Students in the treatment group learned Chinese characters with the MIC method, whereas 

their peers in the control group learned characters by the traditional method of rote 

repetition according to the stroke order. Four balanced character sets were introduced each 

day for 4 continuous days with 3 different interventions: teacher-instructed method on Day 

1, teacher-cued method on Day 2, and students’ independent work on Day 3 and Day 4. 

Students’ learning outcomes of the characters were measured with (a) immediate quizzes 

given each day after instruction, (b) a retention test (after 1 week) that integrated all 

immediate quizzes, and (c) an application test administered 2 months after the experiment 

to determine whether the students could apply the MIC method to their own learning of 

Chinese characters.  

The findings suggest that meaningful interpretation and chunking enhances learners’ 

immediate learning and retention of Chinese characters. Additionally, the teacher-cued 
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method and familiar independent work were more effective for learning and retaining 

Chinese characters than the teacher-instructed method and unfamiliar independent work. 

However, the treatment effect of the MIC method disappeared in the application test when 

students were tested 2 months following the study. Furthermore, the treatment effect also 

varied across the measurement components (meaning versus perception), levels of 

instruction, and heritage versus non-heritage groups. Based on these findings, implications 

for future research and teaching practices are suggested.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

The Importance and Expansion of Chinese Language Instruction 

China has been on the rise since the latter part of the 20th century. Over the past 

30 years, China’s fast-growing economy has increased at an average annual GDP 

growth rate over 10% each year (US-China Business Council, 2010). Currently, 

China is the largest trading nation in the world and the largest exporter and second 

largest importer of goods (Thompson, 2010). For example, China’s trade with the 

U.S. exceeded $245 billion in 2004, and, for the first time, outranked Japan as 

America’s top trading partner (Asia Society, Business Roundtable & Council of 

Chief State School Officers, 2005). In 2007, China contributed more global growth 

than the United States while also becoming the world’s largest consumer in four of 

the five basic food, energy and industrial commodities (Zakaria, 2008).  

With the rapid rate of globalization and China’s increasing role in world 

economy and politics, there has been a proportional increase in interest for the study 

of the Chinese1 language in the United States and abroad. Based on a survey 

compiled by the Modern Language Association (Welles, 2004), participating 

colleges reported a 20% increase in enrollment in Chinese classes from 1998 to 2002.  

In elementary and secondary schools, it is estimated that about 30,000 to 50,000 

K-12 students are now studying Chinese in the U.S. (Chmelynski, 2006). Although 

this is, by itself, not an extraordinary number, American policy makers claim that 

                                                        
1 Chinese includes two major common languages: Mandarin and Cantonese. As Mandarin is the standardized 
language used in China, it has become increasingly popular worldwide. In this dissertation, Chinese and 
Mandarin are used interchangeably.  
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American schools, both K-12 and higher education, should expand their Chinese 

studies, and that by 2015, 5% of all U.S. students will be enrolled in Chinese 

language classes (Chmelynski, 2006). Considering the fact that only 25% of 

American K-12 students study a foreign language (Glatthorn, Boschee & Whitehead, 

2008), 5% enrollment in Chinese language classes is a significant initiative toward 

expanding Chinese language instruction in the U.S. 

The prediction of the surge of Chinese Foreign Language (CFL) studies has 

been objectively confirmed by the current trend of foreign language instruction in 

the American K-16 educational system.  Note that while, according to a recent 

survey by the Center for Applied Linguistics (Dillon, 2010), thousands of public 

schools have stopped teaching foreign languages in the last decade. In fact, 

traditional foreign language favorites, such as German and French, are declining in 

American schools. By contrast, a growing number of public and private schools are 

adding Chinese language programs. The popularization of Chinese language 

programs are not only limited to the East and West Coasts, but has expanded to 

heartland states, including Ohio and Illinois in the Midwest, Texas and Georgia in 

the South, and Colorado and Utah in the Rocky Mountain West (Dillon, 2010). 

China’s strong and steady ascent to global leadership has sent Americans 

rushing to learn Chinese, as they see that Chinese will be the language of world 

business in the near future. But, besides the commercial forces that draw Americans 

to learn Chinese, the surge of interest in acquiring Chinese language skills has been 

fueled by both the U.S. and Chinese government’s efforts to promote Chinese 
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language instruction. Designating Chinese a critical language to learn and know, the 

American government has paid particular attention to boosting Chinese language 

instruction. A comprehensive national plan, National Security Language Initiative 

(NSLI), has been developed by U.S. government, using new programs and resources 

which will broaden foreign language education throughout formal schooling (K-16) 

and into the workforce (Lee-Thompson, 2008). In 2004, the National Security 

Education Program (NSEP) announced the Chinese K16 Flagship project, aimed at 

an articulated K-16 “student pipeline” with the goal of “graduating linguistically and 

culturally competent students” (ACTFL, 2005). Starting in 2007, STARTALK, a 

nation-wide program funded by NSLI provided summer intensive Chinese language 

and cultural programs to a wide range of students and teachers.  STARTALK 

funded 34 institutions from 22 states and the District of Columbia, including both 

public and private universities, high schools, and heritage schools, with over 430 

teacher and 870 student participants.  Of the 74 grants awarded under the National 

Security Language Initiative, 67 of them (75% of the money) went to Chinese 

Mandarin programs (Vu, 2007).  Furthermore, the College Board's Advanced 

Placement (AP) program course and examination in Chinese Language and Culture 

was created as a result of China's increasing economic importance and the College 

Board's dedication to fostering cultural understanding in American schools (College 

Board, 2003). According to Trevor Packer, vice president at the College Board, the 

number of students taking the AP Chinese test has grown so fast that it is likely to 

pass German this year as the third most-tested A.P. language, after Spanish and 
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French (Dillion, 2010).  

At the same time, the Chinese government has also invested extensively in 

promoting Chinese language instruction in other countries (Xinhua, 2005; Xinhua, 

2009). Recently, the Chinese government has been promoting the Chinese language 

overseas by facilitating the establishment of Confucius Institutes which aim to 

promote Chinese language and culture and support local Chinese teaching in the U.S.  

Official statistics show that the Office of Chinese Language Council International, 

Hanban2, has set up 282 Confucius Institutes and 272 Confucius Classrooms in 88 

countries and regions as of November 2009 (Xinhua, 2009).  As announced by 

Hanban, by the year 2020, the number of Confucius Institutes will reach to 1,000 

(Xinhua, 2009).  In the United States, there are currently 64 Confucius Institutes 

and the number continues to grow each year. The Chinese government has also been 

promoting CFL by providing American schools with Chinese teachers and 

technological resources. Hanban, in collaboration with College Board, has 

implemented the Chinese Guest Teacher Program beginning in the summer of 2007. 

The program has brought more than 400 guest teachers from China to help alleviate 

the shortcomings of Chinese language instruction and instructors in the United 

States (Center of Applied Linguistics, 2008).  

Current Status of CFL Teaching and Research 

Despite the recognition of the importance of CFL instruction in the U.S., CFL 

teaching is still in its infancy. Although Chinese was first introduced as a language of 

                                                        
2 Hanban is an organization funded by the Chinese government that seeks to promote the Chinese language. 
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instruction in America as far back as 1879 (Lum, 2008), it was not a popular language 

of instruction in American schools and colleges until now. With the recent surge of 

Chinese language instruction in the new millennium, CFL teachers began to search 

for pedagogical solutions to maximize students’ Chinese language learning.  Though 

the majority of CFL teachers are native Chinese speakers themselves, they can hardly 

emulate the total immersion of their Chinese learning experience with their 

non-native CFL students because first language acquisition and second language 

learning are fundamentally different (Lightbown & Spada, 2006).  On the other hand, 

compared to other language programs, such as Spanish and French, which have 

matured during many years of existence and development, teaching CFL is still in its 

earliest phases. Adapting pedagogical techniques used in teaching Spanish and French 

in the U.S. is helpful to a certain degree. However, since Chinese, a logographic 

language, differs tremendously from the alphabetic languages, teaching techniques 

successfully used in Spanish or French programs are not sufficient to meet CFL 

learning demands.  

Meanwhile, CFL research is also in a nescient stage and not many studies have 

been conducted on the learning and teaching Chinese as a second or foreign language. 

Among the existent empirical and descriptive studies conducted in this field, 

researchers have, so far, only targeted very limited areas, such as teaching Chinese 

characters, reading skills and learners’ motivations and attitudes. Other 

practice-oriented CFL publications, mainly contributed by CFL teachers, summarize 

some of the effective teaching techniques based on self-reflection of their teaching 
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practices and observations of student performances. Although these articles are 

anecdotal and lack the scope necessary to support generalization, they do, to varying 

degrees, contribute to CFL research knowledge base and the advancement of CFL 

teaching practices. 

Learning Chinese Characters: the Most Debated Area in CFL 

Among the existent empirical and descriptive studies conducted in this field, 

researchers have limited their study to a few areas, such as learning and teaching 

Chinese characters, reading skills, and learners’ motivations and attitudes to learn 

Chinese. Among those modalities, learning and teaching Chinese characters has been 

the most debated area of discussion. Many studies have produced contradictory 

results in the field of Chinese character learning. For example, researchers have 

produced contradictory conclusions regarding whether phonological processing is 

involved in character recognition (Baron & Strawson, 1976; Chen, Yung, & Ng, 1988; 

Everson, 1998; Henderson, 1982; Patterson & Coltheart, 1987; Perfetti & Liu, 2005; 

Tzeng, Hung, & Wang, 1977; Wang, 1973). Furthermore, even with regard to studies 

that provide consistent results, such as the importance of radical knowledge in 

character acquisition (Feldman & Siok, 1999; Ho &Ng, 2003; Hoosain, 1991; Peng, 

Li, & Yang, 1997; Shen 2000, 2004, 2007; Taft & Chung, 1999), researchers argue 

about effective approaches to teach radical knowledge. That is, should CFL teachers 

teach radical knowledge systematically or leave it to CFL learners’ natural acquisition 

process?  
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Purpose of the Study 

This study focuses on the topic of teaching Chinese characters and will explore 

a new approach to enhance learners’ learning and retention of Chinese characters. 

This new approach, meaningful interpretation and chunking (MIC), integrates both 

linguistic features of Chinese characters (i.e., origination and types of Chinese 

characters including radical knowledge) and mnemonic strategies from cognitive 

psychology (i.e, meaningful interpretation and chunking).  To examine the 

effectiveness of this approach, I have designed an empirical study that compares an 

experimental group and a control group’s learning and retention of Chinese 

characters with regard to the following research questions: 

Q1: Will the method of making meaningful interpretation and chunking (MIC) 

of Chinese characters impact students’ immediate learning outcomes? 

Q2: Will the MIC method impact students’ retention of Chinese characters? 

Q3: Will the MIC method have a long-term effect on students’ learning of 

Chinese characters? More specifically, can students apply the MIC method to their 

continuous learning of Chinese characters and benefit from the method?  

Q4: In general, which instructional setting is more effective to learn Chinese 

characters, teacher total-instruction, teacher cued-instruction or students’ 

independent work?  

Q5: What are some of the subgroup effects from this method (i.e., level of 

instruction, heritage vs. non-heritage speakers)?   

Before we proceed to the experimental design and the findings addressing these 
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questions, it is necessary to first review the linguistic features of Chinese characters 

followed by a review of the research on Chinese character learning. The review will 

include theories surrounding memory from the work in cognitive psychology since 

the MIC method is grounded in this approach.  
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CHAPTER 2 ARE CHINESE CHARACTERS RANDOM SYMBOLS? 

Chinese Being a Difficult Language 

Chinese has always been categorized as one of the most difficult languages to 

learn as a second or foreign language. The Foreign Service Institute of the 

Department (FSI) of State has divided a number of foreign languages taught in the 

U.S. into three categories based on linguistic distance and the length of time it takes 

English-speaking students to achieve general professional proficiency in speaking and 

reading3: Category I: Languages closely related to English which take 575-600 class 

hours of learning, e.g., French and Italian; Category; II: Languages with significant 

linguistic and/or cultural differences from English which take approximately 1100 

class hours, e.g., Greek and Russian; Category III: Languages which are exceptionally 

difficult for native English speakers and take approximately 2200 class hours. In 

Category III, there are only five languages listed: Arabic, Cantonese, Japanese, 

Korean, and Mandarin. Both Cantonese and Mandarin are Chinese languages. It must 

also be kept in mind that students who are selected to attend FSI generally have a 

good aptitude for language study and are enrolled in small classes of no more than 6. 

In other words, it can possibly take a lot longer for an average CFL learner to achieve 

general professional proficiency in speaking and reading. 

To understand the reason why Chinese is so difficult for CFL learners, it is useful 

to first explore how Chinese and English are linguistically different from each other. 

                                                        
3 See http://www.nvtc.gov/lotw/months/november/learningExpectations.html 
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While English is an alphabetic language whose writing system roughly represents its 

sound system, the Chinese sound system and writing system seem to be irrelevant to 

each other. To be more specific, The Chinese sound system, pinyin, is a Romanization 

system which uses the Latin alphabet to represent sounds. Pinyin does not precisely 

correspond to one particular language that uses the Roman alphabet, but has a part of 

its sounds in common with English. For example, the sounds indicated in pinyin by b, 

p, m, f correspond very closely to the sounds indicated by the same alphabets in 

English. Other sounds indicated in pinyin such as j, q, x do not match any exact sound 

in English. While the Chinese sound system shares some phonological similarities 

with English, the writing system is very different. Chinese writing system is 

constructed via three-tier orthographic structures: character, radical and strokes (Shen, 

2005).  All Chinese articles are printed in characters. Therefore, memorizing 

syllables only helps one to speak the language, but opens no door to reading and 

writing.  

Chinese Character Being the Most Difficult Element in Chinese Language 

Mastery of Chinese characters is usually considered difficult because of the large 

number of nonphonetic, visually complex symbols which constitute the character 

orthography of the language (Packard, 1990). Surveys and interviews demonstrate 

that CFL learners regard Chinese characters as the biggest barrier in Chinese language 

learning (Everson, 1993, Everson & Ke, 1997; Horiba, 1990; Ke, 1996; Pavlidis, 

1992).  

As aforementioned, unlike English and other alphabetic languages whose 
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syllables represent both pronunciation and meaning, Chinese contains two separate 

systems: a sound system with syllable referring to the pronunciation and a writing 

system with characters referring to the meaning. The Kangxi Dictionary has about 

47,000 characters and is believed to be the dictionary with the largest number of 

Chinese characters. Cihai, an authoritative and popular Chinese dictionary in 

contemporary China, has 15,000 characters.  To function as a literate person (to read 

newspapers, for example), one has to know more than 3,000 characters, which takes a 

number of years of continuous study to master. A beginning one-quarter Chinese 

language course at Stanford University introduces students to approximately 150 

characters. Chinese language programs at different colleges and universities vary, but 

generally the number of characters taught range from 100 to 300 per semester (Wu, 

1992). Even at the higher end, it will take about five years to reach the goal of 3,000 

characters and this will barely enable a person to read a newspaper, even if we assume 

that every character learned is remembered.  

CFL learners without sufficient knowledge in Chinese character often 

encounter considerable difficulties in reading (Shen, 2005). They claim that Chinese 

characters are like “random symbols” which are beyond mastery and retention in 

terms of their large quantity and lack of regularity (Wu, 1992). Everson (1998) 

points outs, that of the many tasks facing the beginning learner of CFL, the most 

daunting one is the Chinese writing system:  

Students initially may seem excited at the prospect of learning to read Chinese 

because of the innate aesthetic appeal of the written Chinese character, yet it is 
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not long before they realize that learning Chinese characters in a systematic 

manner over the long term is a labor-intensive endeavor, and one that places 

huge demands on their memories, time, and study capabilities.  

Even advanced learners think Chinese character learning is difficult. They claim 

they can read materials specially designed for non-native speakers, but easily get lost 

when reading authentic materials where Chinese character use is not controlled for 

non-native readers (Mori, 1999). Among all aspects of Chinese reading, the most 

difficulty task is to interpret novel characters and words as they feel no rules can be 

found to follow. 

Why are Chinese characters so daunting to CFL learners? Are they really 

random symbols without patterns and regularities? It is important to first examine the 

linguistic features of Chinese characters before searching for effective strategies to 

learn and memorize them.  

The truth is that although Chinese is termed a logographic language, in fact its 

characters present both meaning and phonology and accordingly can be said to be 

morphophonological (Leong, 1997) or “logographic-phonetic” (DeFrancis as cited 

in Everson, 1989) or that a character be termed a “morpheme-syllable” (Hoosain, 

1991). A logographic langauge is one in which each word in the language is 

represented by a distinct symbol in the writing system (Shu & Anderson, 1999). The 

basic symbols of written Chinese are characters; however, most Chinese words are 

represented by two or more characters. Thus, it is more accurate to say that Chinese 

characters respresent morephemes than to say they represent words. Chinese 
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characters are individual written units separated by space boundaries. Visually, each 

character contains three linguistic components: sound, shape, and meaning. To learn 

a character is to master these three components.  

To be more specific, Chinese words are constructed via three-tier orthographic 

structures: character, radical and strokes (Shen, 2005). Characters can be classified 

into two categories according to their physical structure: integral characters and 

compound characters. An integral character contains only one radical. For instance, 

the character 人consists of one radical indicating the meaning of the character person. 

A compound character, on the other hand, consists of two or more radicals. Radicals 

are the basic orthographic units in characters. They can be further classified into two 

categories: phonetic radicals and semantic radicals. Theoretically, a phonetic radical 

represents the sound of a character and a semantic radical provides clues to the 

meaning of the character. Strokes are the basic building materials for radicals. To cite 

an example, the radical 人 consists of two strokes 丿and \. There are a total of 28 

distinguishable types of strokes, and the number of strokes in a particular character 

may vary from 1 to 30 (Shen, 2005). Although the number of strokes seems to be 

controllable, the combination and layout of them vary across Chinese characters and 

make them particularly challenging to write and remember.  

Because of the large number of characters, their visual complexity, and the fact 

that Chinese does not have the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rule of alphabetic 

languages, it is commonly assumed that Chinese children acquire characters by 

memorization, learning each one as an unanalyzed whole (Shu & Anderson, 1999). 
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But, are Chinese characters random symbols? Is it true that there is no pattern or 

regularity behind the characters? Let us unravel the hidden story and take a deeper 

look on the composition of Chinese characters.   

Unraveling the Hidden Story: Chinese Characters Are Not Random Symbols 

Chinese Characters are, in fact, not random symbols. Chinese is not an 

alphabetic language whose syllable represents both pronunciation and meaning. 

However, an exploration into Chinese characters reveals some hidden truths of the 

language: there are patterns that we can trace and use in our learning of characters.  

Linguistically, the composition of Chinese characters is categorized into six 

types: pictograms, simple ideograms, ideogrammic compounds, phono-semantic 

compound characters, phonetic loan characters, and derivative cognates (“Chinese 

Character Classification,” 2010; Boltz, 1994):  

1. Pictograms (象形 xiàng xíng "form imitation") 

Thought to be the oldest type of characters, pictographs were originally 

pictures of things. Over the last 5,000 years or so they have become simplified and 

stylized. 

e.g., 火 (fire)，山 (mountain)，人 (person) 

2. Simple ideograms (指事 zhǐ shì "indication") 

Ideograms express an abstract idea through an iconic form, including iconic 

modification of pictographic characters.  

e.g.,本 běn, "root" - a tree (木 mù) with the base indicated by an extra stroke. 

末 mò, "apex" - the reverse of 本 (běn), a tree with the top highlighted by an 
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extra stroke. 

3. Ideogrammic compounds (会意 huì yì "joined meaning") 

In ideogrammic compounds, two or more pictographic or ideographic 

characters are combined to suggest a third meaning.  

木×2 = 林 

lín 

木×3 = 森 

sēn 

人+木 = 休 

xiū 
two trees 
→ grove 

three trees 
→ forest 

a man leaning 
against a tree→ rest 

4. Phono-semantic compound characters （形声 xíng shēng "form and sound") 

A phono-semantic compound character is composed of a phonetic element and 

a meaning element (“radical”). They form about 80%-90% of Chinese characters. 

Meaning Pronunciation Compound 

艹 

plant 

化 

huà 

花 

Huā “flower” 

马 

horse 

奇 

qí 

骑 

qí "ride" 

扌 

hand 

白 

bái 

拍4 

pái "to clap, to 
hit" 

5. Phonetic loan (rebus) characters（假借 jiǎjiè "borrowing; making use of"） 

Phonetic loan (rebus) characters are characters that are "borrowed" to write 

another homophonous or near-homophonous morpheme, comparable with using "4" 

as a rebus for English "for". 

 

                                                        
4 Note the pronunciation of 拍 does not exactly match the pronunciation of the phonetic radical 白, but they 
share the same final ai.  
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Pictograph or 
ideograph 

Original word Secondary word New character for 
original word 

北 
běi "north" bèi "back (of the 

body)" 
背 

要 

 

yào "to want" yāo "waist" 
腰 

少 

 

shǎo "few" shā "sand" 
沙 

６. Derivative cognates (转注 zhuǎn zhù "reciprocal meaning") 

It may refer to characters which have similar meanings and often the same 

etymological root, but which have diverged in pronunciation and meaning.  

e.g. The characters 老 lǎo "old" and 考 kǎo "a test" derive from a common 

etymological root and the characters differ only in the modification of one part. 

This linguistic knowledge regarding the composition of Chinese characters 

might seem to be more daunting than the Chinese character itself. However, we can 

simplify the knowledge for CFL learners. Among the six categories, phonetic loan 

characters and derivative cognates seem to be most difficult to decompose, but 

fortunately, they make up less than 1% of Chinese characters (Wang 1993; Boltz, 

1994). Therefore, we assume, especially for beginners, CFL teachers can 

demonstrate this linguistic knowledge of composition of Chinese characters without 

mentioning the last two categories. Furthermore, as phono-semantic compound 

characters make up approximately 80%-90% of all Chinese characters, this is the 

category of Chinese characters that CFL teachers should emphasize and spend more 

time in instruction.  
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However, as time goes by, many Chinese characters have evolved and changed 

over time. In fact, in modern usage, only about 26% of phono-semantic compound 

characters are transparent characters (Zhu as cited in Everson, 1987). Transparent 

characters refer to characters where meaning and sound radicals match with the 

meanings and sounds of the characters. Despite the fact that a phono-semantic 

compound character is composed of a phonetic radical and a meaning radical, the 

phonetic radical does not always identify with the pronunciation of the character, 

and either is the meaning radical. These characters are called non-transparent 

characters, which make up the majority of phono-semantic compound characters 

(Everson, 1987). Among these non-transparent characters, the meaning and sound 

radical only serves as a clue to the meaning of a character and sometimes requires 

learners’ effortful imagination. For example, the Chinese character 动 is 

pronounced as dong (fourth tone5), meaning motion, move in English. Here the left 

part radical 云 is the phonetic component which is pronounced as yun (second tone) 

and its right part radical 力 is the semantic component which means power, strength. 

In this phono-semantic compound character, 动，its phonetic and semantic radicals 

are no longer consistent with the sound and meaning of the character. It is a typical 

example of non-transparent phono-semantic compound characters.  

What is the best way to learn and retain the vast number of phono-semantic 

compound characters? The Chinese Linguistic Bureau (2005) and Chu (2009) 

proposed a new method called bujian jiaoxuefa (chunking method). Chu (2009) 

                                                        
5 Mandarin Chinese has four pitched tones plus a “toneless” tone. Same pronunciations that carry 
different tones in Chinese represent different characters and convey differences in meaning.  
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presents a Component-Oriented Net-Weaving approach which employed chunking 

(bujian) and connections between them to promote character learning. Although 

bujian and radicals have many overlaps, bujian no longer represents the semantic or 

phonological components of characters, but represents frequently appearing chunks 

in Chinese characters. In the 3500 most frequently-used Chinese characters, there 

are only 132 bujian (See Appendix E). Memorizing chunks (bujian) rather than 

strokes of Chinese characters can facilitate students’ character learning.  

Therefore, Chinese characters are not random symbols. All characters can be 

interpreted meaningfully and most characters (Phono-semantic compound 

characters) can be chunked into bujian. What does cognitive psychology say 

regarding meaningful interpretation and chunking as techniques to enhance memory? 

With regard to Chinese character acquisition, what does research say about 

effectiveness of these strategies in Chinese character learning and retention? The 

following chapter will discuss these questions based on a broad review of pertinent 

literature.  
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CHAPTER 3  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Meaningful Interpretation and Chunking 

Based on the analysis of the linguistic features of Chinese characters, especially 

the origination of Chinese characters and radical knowledge, it is not hard to discern 

that Chinese characters are not random symbols. Chinese characters have stories 

behind them and can be meaningfully interpreted. Further, Chinese characters are not 

made up of random strokes, but of bujian or chunks which are shared among 

characters. Knowing these features of Chinese characters, one might be especially 

curious about the effectiveness of incorporating meaningful interpretation and 

chunking (MIC) into Chinese character learning and retention. Before exploring the 

literature on integrating the MIC method into Chinese character learning in particular, 

I will first examine research literature on how meaningful interpretation and chunking 

can enhance people’s short-term memory and long-term memory. Research suggests 

that memory plays an important role in second language learning (MacWhinney, 2005; 

Mikaye & Friedman, 1998; Stevick, 1996). In Chinese character learning, short-term 

memory refers to students’ immediate learning of characters, and long-term memory 

indicates retention of Chinese characters.  

Meaningful Interpretation and Chunking in Cognitive Psychology 

Cognitive psychologists have long claimed that our immediate recall and 

retention of information is selective: we tend to recall and retain the information that 

is meaningful to us rather than random symbols or structures (Anderson, 2005).  
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Visually, people are more sensitive to meaning-significant changes in a picture 

rather than detail changes (Mandler & Ritchey, 1977). In one experiment, Mandler 

and Ritchey (1977) asked participants to study pictures of scenes, e.g. a classroom 

scene, which included an original picture, pictures with token distracters and pictures 

with type distracters.  To define “token distracter” and “type distracter”, Mandler 

and Ritchey (1977) explained that changes of token distracter, such as color and 

patterns of teacher’s pants in the picture, did not affect the theme of a picture.  By 

contrast, type distracter usually affected the theme of a picture and was regarded as 

meaning-significant change, such as change of the teaching subject demonstrated in a 

picture. In the experiment, after studying the set of pictures for 10 seconds each, 

participants were tested for their recognition memory. Results showed that 

participants rejected the pictures with token distracters only 60% of the time, while 

they rejected the pictures with type distracters 94% of the time. This study indicates 

when people see a picture, they tend to remember the meaning rather than details of 

it.  

Wolfgang’s study (1993) on chess positions also indicates the superiority of 

meaningful interpretation in immediate recall of spatial and visual information. Four 

groups of subjects (i.e., child experts and novices, adult experts and novices) were 

recruited to immediately reconstruct the constellation of chess pieces on an empty 

board after seeing each meaningful and random chess position for 10 seconds. 

Findings reveal that people recall meaningful chess positions much better than 

random positions. Further, the superiority of expertise or prior knowledge has more 
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advantage for the meaningful chess positions rather than the random positions.  

Besides positive relationship between meaningful interpretation and people’s 

immediate recall, evidences show that people’s retention of visual information and 

knowledge is greatly attached to meaning rather than details (Gernsbacher, 1985; 

Achor, et al., 2009; Chow et al. 2011). In an experiment on memory for visual 

information, Gernsbacher (1985) showed participants pictures and asked them to 

describe what the picture was about. In the immediate recall, participants made their 

judgments with 79% accuracy, while after 10 minutes, however, their accuracy in 

judgment had fallen to 57%6. He also found that participants’ memory for the theme 

and meaning of the picture remained high over 10 minutes as compared to their 

memory for details. Gernsbacher’s experiment (1985) demonstrates that people’s 

working memory of the perceptual details of a picture is fine, but their retention of 

this information is poor, even within a 10-minute interval. By contrast, people still 

retain memory for their interpretation of the picture even if they have forgotten the 

details.   

Meaningful interpretation can also enhance students’ retention of knowledge and 

has been widely used by educators in different academic fields. For example, Cavallo 

(1992) investigated high school students’ retention of understanding of the biological 

topics by two orientations, meaningful learning or rote learning. A 50-item Likert 

instrument was used as a measure of students' meaningful learning orientation. 

Results indicated that students' retention of understanding of biological topics was 

                                                        
6 Among the 57% accuracy, 50% percent would reflect chance guessing. 
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predicted by student's meaningful learning orientation. Similarly, in an elementary art 

class, Calverley (2002) claimed that making information more meaningful by using 

mnemonics, music, and rewards improved students’ memory retention in the art 

works. In an introductory statistics course for high school students, Chow (2011) 

proposed that alternative meaningful learning activities could enhance students’ 

problem solving skills and retention of statistical concepts. Finally, in a match class, 

high school students exposed to an ethnomathematics teaching approach, a 

meaningful math teaching approach, were superior in achievement and retention to 

students taught with a conventional approach (Achor, 2009). Therefore, meaningful 

interpretation has been shown to be effective for various academic settings which can 

lead to the hypothesis that it can also be effective for Chinese character learning.  

Like meaningful interpretation, chunking is another popular concept in cognitive 

psychology that can be a strategy for meaningful interpretation (Ericsson, Chase & 

Faloon, 1980). Chunking, in cognitive psychology, refers to the processing of a 

configuration of smaller units of information (chunks) and grouping them into larger 

meaningful units (Simon, 1980).  It is a strategy of recoding information to enhance 

short-term and long-term memory. Simon (1980) used the term chunk to indicate 

long-term memory structures that “can be used as units of perception and meaning”, 

and chunking as the “learning mechanisms leading to the acquisition of these chunks”. 

Why do people need to chunk rather than remember all the individual perceptions, 

details or units? The reason originates from Miller’s magic number of “seven” (1956). 

Summarizing a variety of studies, Miller (1956) showed that short-term memory had a 
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capacity of about "seven plus-or-minus two" chunks, and that to enhance short-term 

memory, people should recode information into a small amount of 

“high-information-content items”.  

Since Miller’s work (1956), researchers in cognitive psychology have established 

chunking as one of the key mechanisms of human cognition, and have shown how 

chunks can enhance peoples’ short-term and long-term memory. For example, studies 

showed that chunking was significantly linked to expertise in chess (Chase & 

Simon,1973; Gobet, Retschitzki & de Voogt, 2004; Gobet & Simon, 1998). Findings 

show that the differences in ability of chess players at different skill levels to copy and 

recall positions are attributable to the experts' storage of thousands of chunks 

(patterned clusters of pieces) in long-term memory.  Chunking can also enhance 

human being’s memory of numbers (Chase & Ericsson, 1982). Chase & Ericsson 

(1982) worked with a graduate student who was a track runner. The student 

developed a code for rechunking individual numbers on the basis of known track 

scores and other aspects of the sport. After training he could repeat back as many as 

80 unrelated items following a single presentation. In another study (Pike & Carter, 

2010), cognitive chunking techniques proved to enhance music majors’ sight-reading 

skills since the “ability to recognize patterns and execute the necessary motor skills” 

is crucial for proficiency in sight-playing. Forty-three beginning group-piano students 

were randomized into three conditions: one experimental group drilled the rhythm 

patterns by chunking, the other experimental group drilled the pitch patterns by 

chunking, and the control group practiced without the treatment of rhythm or pitch 
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drills. An immediate posttest including pitch, rhythm and continuity accuracy was 

given to students to determine whether chunking drills of rhythm or pitch patterns 

impacted reading performance at the keyboard. Results showed that the pitch 

experimental group improved significantly more in all three tasks (pitch, rhythm and 

continuity accuracy); the rhythm experimental group improved in two tasks (rhythm 

and continuity), while the control group improved only in pitch accuracy.  

The above studies demonstrate that chunking is an effective technique to 

improve human memory of a variety of task. In the field of language learning, 

research remains inconclusive and conventional thinking holds that chunking, or 

decomposing, is effective for alphabetic word acquisition. Most research has been 

conducted in the field of English word recognition and acquisition (Rastle et al., 2000; 

Taft & Forster, 1975; Rubin & Becker, 1979; Kathleen et al, 2000). English words 

can be analyzed into a variety of smaller units such as individual letters, spelling 

patterns, syllables, and morphemes. These smaller units can function as basic 

perceptual units for the processes for word recognition and acquisition (Taft & 

Forster, 1975). Taft and Forster’s decomposition model (1975) proposes that a word 

is analyzed into its morphological components before a search of memory is made. In 

the search stage, people usually start from the primary unit of the word, called the 

stem, and then search for minor units of the word (e.g. prefix or suffix) to complete 

the combination of meaning. This kind of decomposition procedure has an obvious 

advantage-an economy of memory storage.  

The chunking method has also been examined in the foreign language learning 
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context (Carter, 1998). To investigate the effect of chunking and imagery on Latin 

vocabulary learning, high school students enrolled in Latin I were placed into four 

different conditions: group A learned twenty-one Latin vocabulary words randomly 

grouped into three groups of seven; group B learned the same words categorized by 

definition into three groups; group C also learned the same words but categorized by 

definition into three groups plus a five-minute imagery treatment; and the control 

group received neither a chunking nor an imagery treatment. One immediate posttest 

and one delayed posttest were given after the treatment. Findings showed that group 

B and C performed significantly better than group A and the control group, which 

demonstrated that imagery and chunking instruction significantly enhanced student 

performance on Latin vocabulary learning.  

Besides chunking itself, research has already shown that associations between 

items or chunks can assist in short-term recall (Tulving & Patkau, 1962; Stuart & 

Hulme, 2000). Stuart and Hulme (2000) found that preexposing pairs of 

low-frequency words, so as to create associative links between them, had substantial 

beneficial effects on immediate serial recall performance. These findings indicate that 

associating links between items or increasing availability of prior knowledge can 

enhance retention. Therefore, when teaching the method of chunking to students, it is 

suggested that the teacher should also pay attention to linking items with the same or 

similar chunks together.  

Cognitive psychologists also link meaningful interpretation and chunking to 

elaborative processing or deep processing (Anderson, 2005; Bransford, 1979; Carter, 
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1999; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Glenberg, Smith & Green, 1977; Li, 2007; Zhang & 

Wu, 2002). When analyzing memory span, including both working-memory and 

long-term memory, researchers sometime use “elaborative processing” or “deep 

processing” (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Carter, 1999) to represent the necessary 

procedure people have to go through to transfer information from working memory to 

long-term retention. Meaningful interpretation and chunking of Chinese characters is, 

as a matter of fact, deep processing of characters, as compared to memorizing them 

by strokes or as random symbols. To be more specific, meaningful interpretation 

simulates semantic coding of information while chunking simulates visual coding of 

information. Coding, defined as "converting stimulus to a form that can be stored in 

memory", is a crucial element of deep processing (Benjamin, Hopkins, & Nation, 

1994. p.252).  A variety of studies suggest that the deeper the code, the more likely 

an individual is able to recall the target information (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Howes, 

2007). For example, Kapur et al. (1994) did a PET study of the difference between 

brain correlates of the deep and shallow processing of words. In the shallow 

processing task, participants judged whether the words contained a particular letter; in 

the deep processing task, they judged whether the words described living things.  

Even though the study time was the same, after a few days, participants remembered 

75% of the deeply processed words and 57% of the shallowly processed words. 

Deep processing is also of significant importance to rehearsal of information 

(Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Glenberg, Smith & Green, 1977; Anderson, 2005). In 

memory theory, it is agreed that rehearsal plays a critical role in transferring 
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information to long-term memory (Shepard & Teghtsoonian, 1961; Anderson, 2005). 

However, in rehearsal, what really matters is not the amount of rehearsals, but how 

deep and meaningful the rehearsal is processed (Craik & Lockhart,1972; Glenberg, 

Smith & Green, 1977). Passive learning or shallow rehearsal does not result in better 

memory.  

Further, it was found that not only visual, phonemic, and semantic codes all 

operate in short-term and long-term memory, other variables such as frequency, 

concreteness, and imagery also influenced both systems (Engle, Nations & Cantor, 

1990; Roodenrys & Quinlan, 2000). The MIC method, proposed in this study, has 

integrated most of the variables mentioned above: visual, phonemic, and semantic 

codes, concreteness and imagery. Therefore, hypothetically, this method will have a 

positive impact on both students’ immediate learning (short-term memory) and 

retention (long-term memory).  

The above literature review from the perspective of cognitive psychology shows 

that meaningful interpretation and chunking can significantly improve human 

memory. We have seen that people have relatively good memory for meaningful 

interpretations of information, and that their memory enhances when they chunk 

information into smaller units. When faced with materials to remember, it will help 

if they can give it some meaningful interpretation or chunk it into smaller pieces. 

Likewise, in Chinese character learning, we can improve memory if we associate the 

characters to be remembered with a meaningful interpretation or chunk the 

characters with many strokes into 2-3 chunks (bujian). Now we can examine 
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literature and research studies in Chinese character learning specially and see how 

meaningful interpretation and chunking can enhance students’ acquisition and 

retention of characters. In Chinese character learning, meaningful interpretation 

should be based on the linguistic features of Chinese characters, especially the 

radical knowledge (see chapter 2). Chunking, a new method proposed by Chu (2009) 

and the Chinese Linguistics Bureau (2005), will be explained further in the 

following section.  

Teaching Approaches of Chinese Characters 

Traditionally, there are two major approaches to teach Chinese characters: 

Stroke-Oriented Habit-Forming approach and Constructional-Etymology Oriented 

Approach (Chu, 2006). The first approach focuses on strokes and stroke order whose 

method, as a matter of fact, resembles rote memory of Chinese characters. The 

second approach originates from Xu Shen’s liushu and radical (bushou) theories. 

This approach has been explained in Chapter two regarding the origination of 

Chinese characters which integrates meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters 

(Chu, 2006).  

Furthermore, Chu (2009) presents a Component-Oriented Net-Weaving 

approach which employed chunking (bujian) and connections between them to 

promote character acquisition. Although bujian and bushou have many overlaps, 

bujian no longer represents the semantic or phonological components of characters, 

but represents frequently appearing chunks in Chinese characters. In the 3500 most 

frequently-used Chinese characters, there are only 132 bujian (see Appendix E). By 
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introducing the concept of bujian and connecting it in character instruction, teachers 

can enhance students’ acquisition and retention of Chinese characters. For example, 

in memorizing the Chinese characters 秋 and 秩, if students memorize them by 

strokes, they need to memorize around ten units for each character. However, if they 

memorize the two characters by chunks, they only need to memorize two units, 禾 

and 火 for 秋, 禾 and 失 for 秩. Linking Chu’s approach of character 

acquisition to cognitive psychology, bujian represents the concept of chunking 

which organizes items into “familiar manageable units” (Sakai & Hikosaka, 2003). 

Further, by associating and net-weaving the characters consisting of the same chunk, 

禾, learners can solidify their learning and retention of the characters containing the 

same chunk.  

In the field of Chinese character teaching specially, there has been no research 

that studies the method integrating both meaningful interpretation and chunking as 

proposed in this study. The majority of relevant research studies focus on radical 

knowledge, the essence of meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters.  

Therefore, I will review what those studies suggest regarding the relationship 

between radical knowledge and Chinese character learning, as well as effective ways 

to teach radical knowledge.  

Relationship between Radical Knowledge and Chinese Character Acquisition 

Research demonstrates that a correlation exists between radical knowledge and 

Chinese character acquisition. For example, Taft & Zhu’s studies (1995, 1997) claim 

that there is “a radical-transportation effect” on readers and that all simple radicals 
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are independently activated in the process of character recognition, including the 

characters containing more complicated radicals (such as a four-radical character). 

Therefore, the recognition of Chinese characters is promoted by the activation of 

information about their component radicals. Shen’s study (2000) investigated the 

relationship of radical knowledge and recognition and production of novel 

phonetic-semantic compound characters among college CFL learners. Students were 

asked to complete a radical knowledge test and two radical knowledge application 

tests. Findings showed that students with good radical knowledge performed 

significantly better in production of novel morphological transparent characters than 

did students who lacked equivalent radical knowledge. Likewise, in a recent study, 

Shen & Ke (2007) found that, among college CFL learners, there was a linear 

relationship between the development of radical knowledge and the development of 

skills in radical knowledge application in Chinese word acquisition. 

Not only is the knowledge of radicals important towards vocabulary acquisition, 

the position and frequency of radicals also correlate significantly with Chinese 

character learning and sentence comprehension (Hoosain, 1991; Peng, Li, & Yang, 

1997).  In studies by Li and Chen (1997, 1999), the participants recognized 

characters containing higher frequency radicals faster than characters containing 

lower frequency radicals. In addition, participants took more time to recognize 

characters with the semantic radical in the right and bottom positions because more 

semantic radicals were placed in the left and top positions of high-frequency 

Chinese characters than in the right and bottom positions. 
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Although the connection between radical knowledge and Chinese character 

learning has been found, how to effectively teach the knowledge of radicals is yet to 

be studied and discussed. 

Making Meaningful Interpretation of Chinese Characters: The Role of 

Instruction 

Now we have arrived at a conclusion that radical knowledge is significantly 

correlated with Chinese character acquisition.  The more practical question is: How 

to effectively teach radical knowledge in character acquisition?  

This controversial issue was prompted by whether teachers should systematically 

and explicitly teach radical knowledge to students. One study shows that even without 

deliberate and systematic introduction of radical knowledge, CFL learners can often 

develop their sense of radical knowledge and sense of appropriate position of radicals 

naturally through word acquisition (Wang et al, 2003). In the study, college CFL 

beginning learners, without prior systematic training of radical knowledge were tested 

for their sensitivity to the visual-orthographic structures of Chinese characters. It 

turned out that the learners rejected pseudo-characters containing illegal radical forms 

faster and more accurately than those containing legal radical forms in illegal 

positions, which in turn were rejected more quickly and more accurately than those 

real, but previously unknown, characters containing legal radical forms in legal 

positions. However, this study only demonstrated that students can automatically 

develop their radical knowledge; but not that student’s natural development of radical 

knowledge is as effective as teacher-assisted instruction. 
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Recent research implications appear to support teacher-assisted instruction of 

positional and functional regularities of radicals. (Taft & Zhu, 1995, 1997; Ho, Ng & 

Ng, 2003).  One effective way of teaching characters is to emphasize the radical 

structure of a character at the time that the character is first encountered, so that the 

cognitive links between character and radicals can be immediately connected (Taft & 

Chung, 1999). Four groups of Australian subjects who knew nothing about Chinese 

were asked to learn 24 character/meaning pairs. They were all compound characters 

composed of two radicals taken from a set of 16. Subjects were divided into four 

groups. Every subject was presented with the set of character-meaning pairs three 

times and then were given each character alone and asked to write out the meaning 

for each character. Before learning the characters, the “Radicals Before” group were 

told about radicals and had 15 minutes to learn the set of 16 radicals thoroughly. The 

“Radicals Early” group were told about radicals at the first round of the presentation 

of characters and were simply asked, as each character was presented, to identify the 

radicals by pointing them out on a chart. The “Radicals Late” group did the same 

thing as the “Radical Early” group, but at the third round of the presentation. The “No 

Radical” group were told nothing about radicals at all. Findings showed that memory 

for the character-meaning pairings was best for the Radicals Early group, suggesting 

that it is important to highlight the radicals when a character is first presented to the 

learner. 

A more recent research study, however, showed that students’ self-motivated 

elaboration can be as effective as instructor-guided elaboration in the long term (Shen, 
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2007). In the study, three types of encoding strategies during character learning 

included rote memorization (shallow processing), student self-motivated elaboration 

(deeper processing), and instructor-guided elaboration (deeper processing). Findings 

showed that elaboration resulted in a significantly better retention rate for sound and 

meaning of characters than did rote memorization. Between student self-motivated 

elaboration and instructor-guided elaboration, retention of sound and meaning is 

significantly better with instructor-guided elaboration in study intervals of 20-minutes. 

But this advantage disappeared at a 48-hour recall interval. Therefore, teacher 

elaboration apparently only enhances working memory, not the long-term memory of 

character sound and meaning. In other words, after being introduced to the method of 

deep processing, student self-motivated elaboration can be as effective as 

instructor-guided elaboration in the long run. 

Prior Knowledge of Chinese and Heritage Learners 

Level and heritage background can determine students’ prior knowledge and 

abilities, which is essential to learning (Limon, 2001; Luckin, 1999). In language 

learning, research studies report that prior knowledge is fundamental because the 

language learning process is based on the interaction of new information with old 

knowledge (Anderson and Pearson as cited by Xiao, 2006). The “constructivist view” 

of learning emphasizes students' prior knowledge and states that instructors should 

consider students’ prior knowledge when planning instruction (Limon, 2001). In a 

foreign language learning context, experts proposed that differentiated instruction 

should be conducted to meet the needs of learners with varied prior knowledge and 

multiple intelligences (Blaz, 2006). Furthermore, research shows that the same 
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treatment might have different impacts on learners with different levels of prior 

knowledge. For example, Pineda De Romero (2003) investigated the instructional 

effectiveness of visualized instruction among students with high, middle and low prior 

knowledge, and found that high prior knowledge students performed significantly 

better than the middle prior knowledge students and that the middle prior knowledge 

students performed significantly better than the low prior knowledge students on all 

the posttest tasks. However, no interaction was found between the treatment and the 

prior knowledge level. In another similar study, Park et al (2009) examined the effects 

of prior knowledge levels on concept comprehension and learning efficiency of 

computer-related tasks. Seventy-two 5th grade students were divided into two groups 

(high prior knowledge level and low prior knowledge level) with two different 

treatments (low-interactive simulation versus high-interactive simulation). Results 

indicated that students with high prior knowledge levels performed significantly better 

than students with low prior knowledge levels on all the posttest tasks. In addition, 

interaction between the treatment and level was found such that students with high 

prior knowledge levels performed especially better in the high-interactive simulations, 

rather than low-interactive simulations.  

Heritage and non-heritage backgrounds also influence students’ foreign language 

learning. In learning Chinese as a foreign language (CFL), several research studies 

have investigated the role of home background in language learning, and their results 

are controversial. For example, in a word recognition study, Everson (1998) found 

that beginning college CFL learners with good spoken language background perform 
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significantly better in Chinese word recognition and reading comprehension (Everson, 

1998). In another study that investigated the effects of heritage background on college 

students’ Chinese character learning, Ke (2008) found no statistically significant 

difference between the heritage and non-heritage groups in character recognition and 

production. Similarly, Xiao (2006) compared Chinese language development of 

heritage and non-heritage learners. Xiao’s indings showed that “heritage learners did 

significantly better than their non-heritage counterparts in speaking, listening, 

grammar, and sentence constructions, but not in reading comprehension, vocabulary 

learning, and Chinese character writing (p. 47).” Based on the findings of these few 

studies, the current study examined different levels of Chinese instruction and 

knowledge on the learning of Chinese characters. In addition, heritage speakers were 

also compared to non-heritage learners on the learning of Chinese characters.  

Proposed MIC Method 

In our experimental design, we integrate both meaningful interpretation and 

chunking into instruction for the treatment group. Implementation of the MIC 

method should embed the following three key elements: (1) meaningful background 

knowledge (origination and types of Chinese characters including radical 

knowledge); (2) chunking (bujian); and (3) association between characters 

consisting of the same radicals or chunks. Instructional details and methodology of 

experimental design will be discussed in the chapter of Instrumentation and 

Methodology.  Before using this MIC method in a large-scale experiment, I did a 

pilot study with a small group of students to assess the MIC method as an 
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instructional technique. The following chapter presents the hypotheses, methods and 

results of the pilot study. 
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CHAPTER 4  PILOT STUDY 

The pilot study consisted of a control group and an experimental group of high 

school students enrolled in Chinese language programs. The control group learned 

the characters in the traditional way with the teacher modeling the pronunciation and 

writing down the character on the board while explaining its meaning. The 

experimental group learned the characters in the MIC way. A quiz on the writing and 

meaning of the characters was given immediately after subjects learned the 

characters. Afterwards, the teacher gave subjects in both the experimental and 

control groups an activity called “Making up Phrases”. By using a dictionary, 

students were instructed to make up three words/phrases (combination of two or 

more characters that produce a new meaning) for each of the Chinese characters they 

learned and write down both the words/phrases and the meanings in English. The 

same quiz on the writing and meaning of the characters was given after this activity. 

Four days later, students were tested again on the writing and meaning of all the 

characters taught over the three days. Based on the literature review, three 

hypotheses were made regarding Chinese character learning: 

(1) The experimental group who learn to meaningfully interpret and chunk 

(MIC) the Chinese characters will have a better immediate learning outcome than 

the control group who do not receive this instruction.  

(2) Activities related to Chinese characters will mediate and reduce the effect of 

MIC of Chinese characters. The control and experimental groups will not differ in 
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their performance after the activity.  

(3) The experimental group will have better retention of Chinese characters 

than the control group. 

Methods 

Participants 

In the pilot study, participants were Chinese Level 3 students in a high school in 

Northern California. There were two classes of Chinese Level 3 students, one class 

with 18 students and the other with 19 students. Students were randomly assigned to 

the two classes when they first enrolled for Level I Chinese. New students, passing the 

placement test, were randomly assigned to one of the two classes. The two classes had 

the same teachers all throughout and were comparable in their language proficiency 

and demographic backgrounds. Students’ ages ranged from 15 to 17 years old. 

By excluding the heritage language speakers and any students who missed any 

day of experiment, there were 14 students in each class. One class was treated as an 

experimental group and the other as a control group.  

Regarding their Chinese proficiency, a standardized Chinese examination called 

Standards-Based Measurement of Proficiency (STAMP) including listening speaking, 

reading and writing, given one month earlier showed that students’ Chinese level 

ranged between Novice Mid to Intermediate Mid, with most students falling into 

Novice high.  

Materials 

Materials were very simple. For both the control and experimental group, three 
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sets of 8 Chinese characters were drawn from the word list of Lesson Two in Nihao III 

(a Chinese textbook Level III), a Chinese dictionary and students’ own exercise book 

on which they wrote down the phrases made up from learned Chinese characters. The 

experimental group however received an extra handout that explained the MIC method 

of Chinese characters (See Appendix E).  

Table 1: Chinese Characters selected, Pilot Study 

Character Set 1 Character Set 2 Character Set 3 

才，放，心，认 

把，选，忙，活 

交，谈，加，除 

着，队，关，兴 

习，正，虽，但 

意，思，邮，缘 

Design 

Both the control and experimental group learned 8 Chinese words each day for 

three consecutive days. For the control group, the teacher repeated the same practice 

for three days: modeling the pronunciation and writing, and explaining the meaning for 

each character. The practice took approximately 5 minutes. The “Making-up Phrases” 

activity required students to look up the characters in their dictionary and to make up 

three phrases by using the characters. This activity lasted for approximately 12 minutes 

for the control group.  

For the experimental group, the teacher used the MIC method to teach characters. 

On day 1, because it was the first time for students to hear this method, the teacher 

explained both the linguistic knowledge of Chinese characters (including types of 

Chinese characters and radical knowledge) as well as the bujian knowledge (See 

Appendix E). Then the teacher used the MIC method to explain the 8 characters for 
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the first day. When she was modeling the writing of the character, she talked about why 

it was written this way and why it had this specific meaning. She also explained how 

she would chunk the character and link it to previous chunks that students already 

knew. This step took approximately an extra three minutes in teaching as compared to 

the control group. To balance out the time used in learning between the control and 

experimental groups, we shortened the experimental group’s “Making up Phrases” 

activity to 9 minutes instead of 12 minutes.  One day 2, everything remained the same 

as day 1 except that the teacher introduced a new set of characters and encouraged 

students’ own creativity by giving them cues. One day 3 (Day 3), everything still 

remained the same except the teacher used another 8 characters and made students 

independently learn the characters. For more detailed teaching procedures, please 

refer to the next chapter on instrumentation and methodology.  

Two quizzes were given each day to both the control and experimental groups: 

one immediately after students learned the characters, and one immediately after the 

“Making up Phrases” activity. The two quizzes on each day were the same. The teacher 

dictated the characters and students were asked to write down the Chinese characters 

and their meanings (in English).  

On day 4, four days later, a comprehensive test with the same testing format that 

included quizzes given on day 1, 2, and 3 were administered to both groups. Please see 

Table 2 below for a detailed design of this experiment:  
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Table 2: Design of Pilot Study 

 
 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4  

Content Character set 1 Character set 2 Character set 3 

Control 

Group 

Instruction 

without 

meaningful 

interpretation 

Instruction 

without 

meaningful 

interpretation 

Instruction 

without 

meaningful 

interpretation 

Step 

1 

Experi

mental 

Group 

Teacher-instructe

d meaningful 

interpretation 

Teacher-cued 

meaningful 

interpretation 

Students’ 

independent 

meaningful 

interpretation 

Step 2 (both 

groups) 

Quiz 1 Quiz 2 Quiz 3 

Step 3 (both 

groups) 

Related Activity Related Activity Related Activity 

Step 4 (both 

groups) 

Quiz 1’ Quiz 2’ Quiz 3’ 

Test  

(Quiz 1+2+3) 

 

Results 

All statistical analyses were conducted with a Type I error probability set at .05. 

Firstly, students’ performances on the quizzes given immediately after they learned the 

character set are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3: Means (& std.) of Quizzes Immediately after Learning, Pilot Study 

(Total of Writing=8; Total of Meaning=8) 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3  

Writing Meaning Writing Meaning Writing Meaning 

Experimental 4.57 (.85) 5.64 (.99) 4.39 (.76) 5.26 (.82) 5.32 (.70) 6.14 (.97) 

Control 3.36(1.22) 4.57(1.2) 3.21(.96) 4.19(1.02) 3.00(.98) 4.14(1.08) 

p-value <.01 <.05 <.001 <.01 <.001 <.001 

This result supports hypothesis 1 that the experimental group who learn to 

interpret the Chinese characters in a meaningful way would have a better immediate 

learning outcome than the control group who did not receive similar instruction. The 

means of writing and meaning scores of the experimental group are much higher than 
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that of the control group on each day. P-value is less than .05 in each condition. This 

demonstrates that the experimental group did significantly better in writing and in 

learning the meaning of the characters than the control group immediately after they 

learned the characters.  

Secondly, students’ performances on the quizzes given immediately after the 

activity are presented in Table 4.  

Table 4: Means (& std.) of Quizzes Immediately after the Activity, Pilot Study 

(Total of Writing=8; Total of Meaning=8) 

 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3  

Writing  Meaning Writing  Meaning Writing  Meaning 

Experimental  7.04 (.99) 6.79 (1.17) 6.43 (1.28) 5.64 (1.50) 7.00(1.41) 6.92(1.49)  

Control 6.54 

(1.29) 

6.04 (1.67) 5.54(1.55) 4.68 (1.74) 4.75(1.77) 4.29(1.68) 

p-value NS NS NS NS <.01 <.001 

This result supports Hypothesis 2 for Day 1 and 2 that related activities did 

mediate or reduce the effect of meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters. On 

Day 1 and 2, the experimental group was still performing better than control group in 

both writing and meaning. However, the differences between them are no longer 

significant. The p-value exceeded the .05 level in each condition. In contrast, on Day 3, 

the p-values for both writing and meaning scores measured between the experimental 

and control group were statistically significant. This demonstrates that the 

experimental group still did significantly better in writing and meaning of the 

characters than the control group after the activity. Therefore, activity did not reduce 

the effects of meaningful interpretation of characters when students did the 

interpretation by themselves.  
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 Finally, students’ performances on a comprehensive test including quiz 1, 2 and 

3 given four days later are presented in Table 5.  

Table 5: Means (&std.) for Retention Test, Pilot Study 

(Total of Writing=24; Total of Meaning=24) 

 Writing Meaning 
Experimental 14.36 (3. 56) 15.57 (3.80) 
Control 11.75 (3.28) 11.64 (4.31) 
p-value NS (p=.055) <.05 

This result partially supports Hypothesis 3 that the experimental group had greater 

retention of Chinese characters than the control group. The averages of writing and 

meaning scores of the experimental group were higher than that of the control group in 

this experiment. P-value is less than .05 in the meaning part, but exceeded the .05 level 

(p=.055) for writing. Therefore, we can only conclude that the experimental group had 

significantly better retention for meaning of the Chinese characters but not for writing 

the characters. However, considering that p-value for writing was .055, we might 

consider the effect of treatment on experimental group in terms of writing is still close 

to significant.  

Discussion 

Results from table 3 demonstrate that the method of meaningful interpretation 

and chunking of Chinese characters is effective in immediate recall or short-term 

memory.  The experimental group did better than the control group in writing and 

meaning of characters immediately after they learned them. This finding is consistent 

with our hypothesis. 

If we take a further look at the data in table 3, neither the control group nor the 
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experimental group (except in Day 3) did well in the immediate recall. This finding 

suggests that pure teacher instruction without activities is not very effective. Observing 

students’ performances in quizzes after the activity, we find that students’ 

performances improved in both writing and meaning after the activity. Therefore, 

activity is an indispensable part of learning Chinese characters.  

Despite the effectiveness of an activity, the activity, by itself, does not mediate the 

effect of meaningful interpretation of characters in all conditions. According to table 4, 

the treatment of meaningful interpretation was no longer significant on Day 1 and Day 

2 after both groups did the same character-related activity. However, on Day 3, the 

experimental group performed significantly better than the control group in the quiz 

that followed the activity.  

Why did the experimental group maintain its significantly better performance only 

on Day 3, not on Day 1 or Day 2? The answer could be that the experimental group 

used their own knowledge and creativity in chunking and interpreting the characters 

meaningfully. Even if we compare students’ performances between Day 1 and Day 2, 

the p-value was smaller on Day 2 than on Day 1. Since on Day 2 students in the 

experimental took trials, with the teacher’s hints, in interpreting the characters 

meaningfully, they did a better job than just following teacher’s instruction.  

Another observation is that although the experimental group had only learned the 

linguistic knowledge of Chinese characters and the concept of meaningful 

interpretation and chunking for a short time, on Day 3, most of students were already 

able to independently use the MIC method. This implies the practicability of 
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integrating the MIC method into teaching Chinese characters. 

Finally, based on data shown in table 5, findings suggest that the experimental 

group had better retention of Chinese characters than the control group. Although 

their performances was only significantly better than the control group in terms of 

meaning, not the writing, but considering that the p-value for writing was just shy of 

significance at the .05 level and the fact that character writing is difficult, we are still 

able to conclude that meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters helps retention 

in both meaning and writing.  

To summarize, meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters is effective in 

learning. It helps students’ short-term memory and retention in writing and knowing 

the meaning of characters. The most effective way to use the MIC method in 

Chinese character teaching is not to tell students how to use the MIC method, but 

rather to teach them to develop their own skills of interpreting Chinese characters 

meaningfully. 

Changes Needed to Be Made for the Proposed Study 

Based on the pilot study, there are a few adjustments that are called for in the 

proposed dissertation study. First of all, regarding the subjects, to enhance the validity 

of the study, I will recruit a larger sample size and use randomization to decide the 

experimental and control groups. Also, in the pilot study, the subjects were at a 

similar level of proficiency (all Level III students) and heritage speakers were 

excluded. In the dissertation study, I want to include students of different levels of 

language proficiency and backgrounds. 
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Second, regarding the procedure, I would like to continue the experiment for an 

additional day by making the experimental group repeat what they did on Day 3. That 

way, I can reinforce students’ self-manipulation of the MIC method and facilitate their 

retention of this method for their future learning of Chinese characters in general.  

 Third, regarding the characters selected in the study, to meet the teacher’s need, 

all characters were selected from Lesson 2 in the pilot study. Therefore, the three 

character sets were not exactly balanced in terms of their levels of difficulty. If the 

character sets were all comparable, I should be able to do repeated measures and 

control for this variable. In the dissertation study, I will select characters based on 

frequency, number of strokes, structure etc., to control for level of difficulty.  

Fourth, regarding the measurement, as the pilot study consistently demonstrated 

experimental students did significantly better on the immediate quizzes before the 

activity, thus I will eliminate immediate quizzes to avoid redundancy while keeping 

all the other quizzes and tests. Also, in the pilot study, students were tested by 

dictation. In the dissertation study, students will also be tested by recognition. Finally, 

in the dissertation study, besides the retention test, another comprehensive test will be 

given two months following termination of the treatment. This test is aimed to 

discover if students can retain this MIC method intuitively in their future learning of 

Chinese characters.  

There are also some other changes such as the location of the experiment, time 

of instruction, instructional details for both the treatment and control groups as well 

as methods of statistical analysis. All the detailed information will be given in next 
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chapter of Instrumentation and Methodology.  
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CHAPTER 5  INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

The study was conducted in the Palo Alto Unified School District, California. 

Due to limited time and resources, convenient sampling strategy (Alreck & Settle, 

1994) was used to select the participants from two local high schools. 124 students 

enrolled in the Chinese class were recruited to be study participants. Among them, 

there were 63 high school students (28 students enrolled in Chinese level II, 17 

students in Chinese level III and 18 students in Chinese Level IV) at Palo Alto High 

School (PALY) and 61 high school students (29 students in Chinese level II and 32 

students in Chinese level III) at Gunn High School (GUNN). Chinese level I students 

at both high schools were excluded from the study because they had only been 

enrolled in Chinese for approximately one month when the study began; thus,  their 

prior knowledge of Chinese characters was deemed insufficient for the methodology 

to be employed in the study. Chinese level IV students at Gunn High School were 

also excluded from the study because their prior participation as subjects for the pilot 

study conducted one year ago (as mentioned in chapter four); consequently, their 

previous exposure to the concept and methodology might bias their performance in 

the current study. 

Due to student absence during a few days of the experiment, the actual 

participant number was 108 students out of the 124 students originally recruited. One 

month before the study, the Letter of Agreement was obtained for participating 

classes from principals of both high schools (see Appendix A). Two weeks before the 
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study, an information session was held in all participating classes. An information 

letter about the study was sent to every student and his/her parents. The information 

letter introduced the study’s purpose, procedure, confidentiality and statement that 

participation was absolutely voluntary (see Appendix B). One day before the study, a 

pretest (see Appendix C) was given to all 124 participating students. As the main 

experiment lasted for four days, 16 students (7 students in the control group and 9 

students in the treatment group) were absent during some days and, consequently, 

were excluded from the study. T-test comparisons showed the pretest results of the 

absent students in the control and treatment groups were not significantly different 

from each other (p>.05), and therefore their absence would not bias the study. 

Based on student demographics, participants’ ages ranged from 14 to 17 years 

old. Among the 108 participants, 70 were male (65%) and 38 were females (35%). 35 

students (32%) were heritage speakers and 73 students (68%) were non-heritage 

speakers. Additionally, below are the group, school and level information of the 

participants: 

Table 6: Distribution of Experimental and Control Group 

 Treatment Group Control Group 

Level II 11 (PALY)+11 (GUNN) 12 (PALY)+11(GUNN) 

Level III 8 (PALY)+15 (GUNN) 9 (PALY)+15 (GUNN) 

Level IV 8 (PALY) 8 (PALY) 

Total 53 students 55 students 

Students at both schools used the same textbook series Nihao, as well as had 
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completed approximately the same amount of instructional time and content based on 

their level of Chinese instruction. A standardized Chinese assessment instruction, the 

STAMP test (Standards-based Assessment & Measurement of Proficiency), was 

administered to students approximately two weeks before the study. Results indicated 

that the majority of level II students fell into the Novice Low7 to Novice mid 

categories, the majority of level III students fell into the Novice mid to Novice high 

categories, while the majority of level IV students fell into the Novice high to 

Intermediate low categories 

Materials 

Both the control and treatment groups were daily taught eight Chinese characters 

for four consecutive days. The characters were all selected from the word list of lesson 

4, 5 and 6 in Nihao IV, a Chinese textbook. Highest level students (level IV students 

at PALY) in the study were learning lesson 2 in Nihao IV when the study began. 

Therefore, the characters used in the study had never been taught formally in class to 

students. In selecting the characters, I followed five criteria (see Appendix D): human 

memory capacity, number of strokes/density, frequency, transparency of 

phono-semantic compounds, and learning in context. By following these criteria, I 

considered the character set’s daily level of difficulty to enable within-subject 

comparisons across the four days. Below are the 32 Chinese characters selected for the 

study: 

 

                                                        
7 Definitions of the language levels are provided at: http://www.languagetesting.com/scale.htm#novice_low  
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Table 7: Character Sets Selected for Four Days8 

Strokes Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 

心 90 正 129 牛 1018 父 589 
5 strokes 
and 
below 

认 213 加 166 交 320 母 565 

识 360 园 988 关 127 动 73 
6-7 
strokes 

忙 827 兴 531 把 110 邮 1652 

活 219 架 846 举 586 话 170 
8-9 
strokes 

姓 1149 虽 504 选 499 亲 362 

望 326 高 134 换 824 谈 474 
10-15 
strokes 

慢 822 然 55 着 41 难 295 

words 
认识，忙活 高兴，虽然 交换，选举 谈话，父（母）亲 

For both the treatment and control groups, I daily prepared handouts on which 

characters and activities would be taught (see Appendix F). The treatment group also 

had an extra handout illustrating types of Chinese characters based on their origin, the 

method of meaningful interpretation and chunking (see Appendix E). In addition to 

the handouts, Chinese-English dictionaries were available to all participants in the 

study’s follow-up activities. 

Design 

The study employed a randomized experimental design. In order to provide a 

schedule that worked for all participating students, the experiment was conducted 

during students’ regular class time. Students were randomized into a treatment group 

                                                        

8 Note: numbers are the frequency ranking; highlighted characters are non-transparent characters. 
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and a control group within the same class that applied the following scheme. First, 

128 students were homogeneously grouped by pretest scores. The pretest was a 

recognition test administered one day before the experiment and consisted of all the 

32 characters to be taught in the study (see Appendix C). During the pretest, students 

were asked to write down the pinyin and meaning of the characters. After ranking 

students by their pretest performance, matched pairs with successive ranks were 

formed. Second, matched pairs were randomly assigned such that one participated in 

the treatment group and the other in the control group. Third, a few participants 

within a matched pair were switched to balance the gender distribution between the 

treatment and control groups. As mentioned in the Participants section, 16 students 

were excluded from the study due to absence on the experimental days. Therefore, the 

treatment group ultimately consisted of 53 students and the control group with 55 

students. 

To prevent research outcomes from being influenced by subjective bias on the 

part of either the subjects or the experimenter, I used a blind experimental design that 

enabled neither the participants nor the experimenter to know who belonged to the 

treatment or control group. A credentialed substitute Mandarin teacher was employed 

as the experimenter to teach all participants in both groups. She was trained in the 

steps that should be followed in delivering her instruction to student participants (see 

Appendix G: Teaching Procedures). Both the treatment and control groups daily 

learned the same eight Chinese characters for four consecutive days. 

For the control group, the teacher used the stroke-order traditional method to 
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teach Chinese characters: modeling the character’s pronunciation and writing, 

explaining the character’s meaning and asking students to write the character 

stroke-by-stroke in the air. On day 1, students followed the teacher’s model, writing 

the character stroke-by-stroke (Teacher-instructed traditional method). On day 2, the 

teacher provided the character’s stroke order on board and students practiced writing 

by themselves (Teacher-cued traditional method). On day 3, students were asked to 

self-study eight characters by practicing the characters in stroke order (Students’ 

independent traditional method). The teacher was absent. Day 4 repeated the teaching 

method of day 3 as students learned another character set (Students’ independent 

traditional method). This practice lasted for approximately 12-15 minutes on each day 

of the experiment. Afterwards, students participated in “Making up Words/Phrases”, 

an activity which asked them to look up characters in the dictionary and make up two 

words/phrases by using these characters. This activity lasted approximately 10 minutes 

on each day of the experiment. 

For the treatment group, the teacher added the element of meaningful 

interpretation and chunking in teaching Chinese characters (see Appendix G: 

Teaching Procedures). On the day before the experiment, the teacher introduced the 

Chinese characters based on their origin, as well as meaningful interpretation and 

chunking methods (see Appendix E). This introduction lasted approximately 50 

minutes and did not involve the characters selected in the study. On day 1 of the 

experiment, the teacher introduced eight characters to students by providing her own 

interpretation and memory tips based on meaningful interpretation and chunking 
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method (Teacher-instructed MIC). On day 2, activities repeated day 1’s structure; 

however, the teacher changed the character set and encouraged students’ own 

interpretation and character chunking by providing them cues (Teacher-cued MIC). 

On day three, students were asked to self-study the eight characters using the method 

of meaningful interpretation and chunking. The teacher was not present (Students’ 

independent MIC). Day 4 was a repetition of day 3 except that students studied a 

different character set (Students’ independent MIC). Similar to the control group, time 

was controlled for learning the 8 characters each day (12-15 minutes). After learning 

the character set, the treatment group joined the control group for “Making up 

Words/Phrases” activity, which lasted approximately ten minutes, in the same 

classroom, 

A quiz was administered each day after the Making-up-Words/Phrases activity 

(see Appendix H). In the pilot study, two quizzes were given each day: one 

immediately after students learned the characters, and one immediately after the 

Making-up-Words/Phrases activity. Pilot study findings demonstrated that treatment 

group students performed statistically better than control group students for the first 

quiz across all days. In the second quiz given after the Making-up-Phrases activity, 

they performed inconsistently regarding statistical significance. Therefore, we 

eliminated the first quiz in the study and focused on the second quiz. The remaining 

second quiz itself consisted of two sections. In the first section, after teacher 

pronounced the Chinese characters one by one, students wrote the characters and their 

meanings in English. In the second section, students were given a character 
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recognition quiz in which they saw the printed characters and were asked to provide 

their pinyin (Chinese pronunciation) and meanings in English. 

On Day 5, a week later, a retention test, were administered to both the treatment 

and control groups. This culmulative test consisted of the same format as the previous 

quizzes (administered on Day 1 through Day 4) and including characters taught on 

Day 1 through Day 4, 

Finally, to examine if the meaningful interpretation and chunking method 

enhanced long-term student learning, an application test was given two months after 

the experiment. Rather than assess students on the Chinese characters they learned in 

the experiment, the test examined students on the characters they learned from their 

classroom teachers from the two month period after the experiment finished. The 

intention of this test was to determine whether students could apply the MIC method 

into their own Chinese character learning. The experimental design is shown as below: 

Table 8: Design of the Study 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 & 4 A week  

later 

2 months 

later 

Content Character set 1 Character set 2 Character set 3 

& 4 

Control 

Group 

Teacher 

-instructed 

traditional 

method 

Teacher-cued 

traditional 

method 

Students’ 

independent 

traditional 

method 

S

t

e

p

 

1 

Treatme

nt 

Group 

Teacher 

-instructed MIC 

Teacher-cued 

MIC 

Students’ 

independent 

MIC 

Step 3 

(Both) 

Related 

Activity 

Related 

Activity 

Related 

Activity 

Step 4 

(Both) 

Quiz 1 Quiz 2 Quiz 3, 4 

Retention 

Test (Quiz 

1+2+3+4) 

 

Application 

test on 

Chinese 

characters 

taught in 

between 

 

The study employed a mixed-method design including both quantitative and 
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qualitative approaches. Besides the experimental design, interviews were conducted 

with subjects after the application test. A subset of students was randomly selected 

from the experimental groups to be interviewed on the MIC method. The main two 

interview questions were: 

What do you think of the method of meaningful interpretation and chunking of 

Chinese characters? Does it help your Chinese character learning? 

Procedure 

In the experiment, 55 high school students in the control group and 53 high school 

students in the treatment group learned four sets of Chinese characters over four 

consecutive days. The following details the procedures followed by each group in the 

study. 

Control Group 

The control group followed three-step procedures on the first three days of the 

study: 

Step 1: Students learned eight characters in the traditional way. On day 1, for each 

character, the teacher modeled the pronunciation, wrote the character, explained its 

meaning in English, and concluded by providing an example of a word containing the 

character. For example, when introducing the character “心”(xin, heart) , the teacher 

gave an example word, “好心” (a kind heart). After her demonstration, she asked 

students to follow her and write the character stroke-by-stroke in the air. After 

reading the character, the teacher asked students to repeat the sound twice after her. 

Finally, students were asked to write the character on the handout (see the column 
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“Write the Character” in Appendix F). On day 2, the teacher followed the procedure 

from the previous day except that she only provided the stroke order of the character 

on board and students practiced writing by themselves. On day 3 and day 4, the 

teacher was absent. Unlike the first days of the experiment, the treatment group and 

the control group remained together in class. A handout with 8 new characters was 

delivered to students. Students were asked to self-study the characters using whatever 

strategies or practices they learned during Day 1 and Day 2. This self-study activity 

lasted for 12-15 minutes. 

Step 2: Students participated in the “Making up Words/Phrases” activity for 

approximately ten minutes.  Using a Chinese dictionary, students were required to 

write two words/phrases (combination of two or more characters that produce a new 

meaning) for each of the learned Chinese character. Students were also asked to write 

both the words/phrases and the meanings on the handout (see Appendix F). 

Step 3: Immediately after the activity, students were administered a two-part quiz 

(see Appendix H). In the first part, students wrote down the characters and their 

meanings in English after the teacher pronounced the characters one-by-one. In the 

second part, students were given a character recognition quiz in which they were asked 

to provide their pinyin and meanings in English for the the printed characters. The quiz 

took approximately 8 minutes to complete. 

Treatment Group 

Implementation of the MIC method for the treatment group consisted of the 

following key elements: (1) meaningful background knowledge (origin and types of 
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Chinese characters, radical knowledge); (2) chunking (bujian); and (3) character 

association, which consists of the same radicals or chunks. One day before the 

experiment, the teacher introduced the types of Chinese characters based on their 

origin to treatment group students (see Appendix E, Part I). The teacher explained the 

majority of Chinese characters were linked to stories that explained the character’s 

meaning (See Appendix E, Part I). The teacher emphasized radical knowledge when 

teaching the phono-semantic compound characters. She gave examples of Chinese 

characters and demonstrated how they could be meaningfully interpreted. Then, the 

teacher told students that phono-semantic compounds (xingsheng zi) comprised about 

90% of Chinese characters, and that only about 26% phono-semantic compounds 

were transparent or close to transparent. Transparent means the phonetic radical 

matches with the pronunciation of the character and the semantic radical matches 

with the meaning of the character. To memorize those nontransparent characters, the 

teacher suggested students to use bujian (chunks) for memorization. She introduced 

the method of bujian (chunks) and indicated that only 132 most common bujian used 

in 3500 frequently used Chinese characters (See Appendix E, Part II). She also gave 

examples on how to chunk a few Chinese characters. Next, the teacher also listed a 

few characters that consisted of the same radicals or chunks; by doing so, she 

facilitated students’ identification and association of those radicals, chunks and 

characters (See Appendix E, Part III.).  The teacher then stated although the element 

of meaningful interpretation focused on the types of Chinese characters and radical 

knowledge while the element of chunking focused on structures of Chinese characters, 
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students should combine using them as there were overlaps between chunks and 

radicals and frequently connect the characters consisting of the same chunks or 

radicals. Finally, the teacher ended the session by giving students a tip: 

“Meaningful Interpretation and Chunking is very useful in learning Chinese 

characters. Also, there is no right or wrong way to use this method. Whatever 

works for you is what works best. Sometimes, you can create your own way of 

memorizing the character. Also, associating characters that consist of the same 

radicals or chunks can further improve your memory! ” 

The introduction was approximately 50 minutes and did not include the 

characters selected in the study. The detailed teaching procedures are also listed in 

Appendix G. 

During the experiment, the treatment group joined the control group in 

completing step 2 and step 3, but were presented a different step one compared to the 

control group. Step one for both groups lasted 12-15 minutes. 

Step 1 of Day 1: The teacher taught character set one using the MIC method. 

While modeling the character on the blackboard, she explained why each character 

was written in its particular form and had that specific meaning. For example, when 

introducing the character 认 (ren, recognize), the teacher mentioned the left radical 

讠 represented the meaning (talk, express out) and the right radical 人 represented 

the sound (ren, similar pronunciation of 认). Students jotted down the memory tip for 

each character under the column “memory tip” on the handout (see Appendix F). 

Finally, similar to the control group, the teacher read the character and asked students 
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to repeat the sound twice after her and then write down the character on the handout. 

Step 1 of Day 2: Everything remained the same as step 1 of Day 1, except the 

teacher only gave students cues and encouraged students to use their own creativity to 

interpret or to chunk the characters. For example, when she taught “园”, she said, 

“This is a phono-semantic compound, which means one radical represents pinyin and 

the other represents the meaning. Who can explain this?” Students provided their own 

thoughts and jotted down the memory tip for this character under the handout’s 

“memory tip” column. Similar to Day 1, the teacher read the character, asked students 

to repeat the sound twice after her and then students wrote the character on the 

handout. 

Step 1 of Day 3 and Day 4: On day 3 and day 4, the teacher was not present. The 

treatment group and the control group were not divided into separate classes. A 

handout with eight new characters was delivered to students. Students were asked to 

self-study the characters using any strategies or practices they learned during Day 1 

and Day 2. 

Follow-up for Both Groups 

A week later, a retention test, with the same testing format of quizzes given on 

day 1 through day 4, including characters taught on day 1 through day 4, was given to 

both groups. 

Finally, two months after the experiment, an application test that did not focus on 

the characters they learned in the experiment, but characters they learned from their 

own teachers in between the study time and 2 month later was given to both groups. 
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Measurement 

The retention and application tests applied? Used?  the same measurements to 

test students’ memory of characters: RP (reading the character and writing down its 

pinyin), RM (reading the character and writing down its meaning), LW (hearing the 

character and writing down the character) and LM (hearing the character and writing 

down its meaning). For RP and RM, characters were presented on a handout and 

students were required to write down their pinyin (pronunciation) and meanings (see 

Appendix H, section 2). For LW and LM, characters were dictated and students were 

required to write down the characters and their meanings (see Appendix H, section 

1). 

Because I measured the number and percentage of correct pinyin, writing and 

meaning of the characters, coding was very straightforward. Student earned one point if 

he/she wrote the pinyin correctly (including tones), one point if he/she wrote the 

character correctly, and one point if he/she wrote the correct meaning. If he/she 

provided the right pronunciation with an incorrect tone, he/she received a score of 

0.75. If he/she provided a close-to-right pronunciation (intelligible), he/she received a 

score of 0.5. If he/she made a small mistake in the writing, like missing or adding a 

stroke, but the character was still recognizable, I gave this a score 0.5. If the meaning 

provided was close, but not absolutely correct, I also gave 0.5. 
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CHAPTER 6   RESULTS 

DATA ANALYSIS 

There are two primary research questions for the experiment. One primary 

research question was whether, following the intervention, students in the treatment 

group had higher scores than those in the control group in all the measurements 

including immediate tests, retention tests and application test. The other research 

question was which instructional setting (teacher total-instruction, teacher 

cued-instruction and students’ own manipulation) worked best for the MIC method 

in learning Chinese characters. Therefore, the primary relationship of interest was 

the causal effect of the MIC method on measures of outcome as well as its 

interaction with different instructional strategies.  

To answer the above research questions, I conducted statistical analyses of the 

data collected in all the measurements using the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS). The results of both the experimental and the control group 

including:  (1) results of students’ immediate tests on four days; (2) results of the 

retention test following a one-week interval; and (3) results of the application test 

after a two-month interval.  

Furthermore, answering the research questions regarding the casual effect of 

the MIC method is not as simple as comparing the averages of the treatment and 

control groups. The randomization by pretest gave us two groups that were 

equivalent to each other on average in every way, except that one received the MIC 
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method and the other one did not. However, within each groups, there were other 

variables associated with characteristics of the students, which are expected to make 

a difference in the outcomes for the students. For example, I wondered whether the 

MIC method was more effective for higher-level or lower-level students. I was also 

curious to know whether the method was more effective for heritage or non-heritage 

speakers.  Therefore, I added these variables into the analysis.  The statistical 

analysis produced several results, among which were estimates of p-values, 

estimated marginal means, and F-ratios. These are found in all the tables. 

Due to balanced difficulty level of each character set introduced under four 

instructional settings/days, students were actually measured repeatedly on their 

performance on similar tasks across four days. Therefore, Repeated Measures 

analysis of variance was performed on: (1) immediate tests on four character sets; (2) 

retention tests on four character sets. Repeated measures of this study included two 

main variables of interest: instructional differences as indicated by the variable 

“Day” (four levels9) and treatment or control condition as indicated by the variable 

“Group” (two levels). Besides, two additional variables, language level as indicated 

by the variable “Level” (three levels) and heritage or non-heritage students as 

indicated by the variable “Heritage” (two levels) were also of high interest and 

included in the results.  

A special contrast was run to compare the differences across four days. In SPSS, 

                                                        
9 There were three different instructional differences used across four days: teacher total instruction (day 1), 
teacher cued instruction (day 2) and student self-manipulation (day 3 and 4). Although on day 3 and 4, 
instructional strategies were both student self-manipulation, the effects could be different, as on day 4 students 
might feel more comfortable and familiar with independent work after day 3’s exposure. Therefore, day 3 and 
day 4 were treated separately as two levels of the variable.  
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I inputted codes to investigate the following three comparisons: 1. Day1 versus Day 

2 (teacher-instructed method versus teacher-cued method); 2. Day 3 versus Day 4 

(unfamiliar versus familiar student independent work); 3. (Day1+Day 2)/2 versus 

(Day 3+Day 4)/2 (teacher instruction versus student independent work).   

To make the analysis more concise and efficient, I combined the two most 

relevant measurements together in conducting Repeated Measures: RP and LW; RM 

and LM. On each test, there were the same measurements (RP, RM, LW and LM) 

given to test students’ memory of characters. Among them, RP (reading the character 

and writing down its pinyin) and LW (hearing the pinyin and writing down the 

character) were two reciprocal tasks of perceiving the character with its 

pronunciation and RM (reading the character and writing down its meaning) and LM 

(hearing the character and writing down its meaning) were tasks both related to 

meaning. A correlation analysis demonstrated that all tasks were highly correlated 

with each other. However, RP and LW were most highly correlated and RM and LM 

were mostly highly correlated (see Appendix I). Therefore, when conducting 

repeated measures, RP and LW were categorized together and renamed Perception 

component, and RM and LM were put together and renamed Meaning component.  

RESULTS 

Immediate Tests 

To investigate the main effects of the MIC method and different instructional 

strategies on the test components as well as their interactions between each other, a 2 

(Group) * 4 (Day) * 2 (Component) Repeated Measures analysis was conducted 
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including both the within-subjects and between-subjects variables. Among them, 

treatment versus control (indicated by the variable “Group”) was treated as a 

between-subjects variable, daily instructional differences (indicated by the variable 

“Day”) and Perception versus Meaning test components (indicated by the variable 

“Component”) were treated as within-subjects variable. As mentioned above, a 

special contrast was run to make three comparisons regarding the effect of Day: 

Day1 versus Day 2; 2. Day 3 versus Day 4; 3. (Day1+Day 2)/2 versus (Day 3+Day 

4)/2. Estimated marginal means (EM means) and standard deviations of each day’s 

immediate test results are reported in the Table 9 below: 

Table 9: Estimated Marginal Means (Standard Errors) of Immediate Tests  

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 EM Means 

Perception 9.59 (.58) 12.48 (.41) 10.55 (.55) 13.15 (.42) 11.44 (.44) 

Meaning 10.40 (.58) 12.88 (.42) 10.9 (.56) 13.92 (.33) 12.31 (.45) 

Control 

EM Means 9.99 (.56) 12.68 (.40) 10.72 (.53) 13.53 (.34) 11.73 (.41) 

Perception 10.67(.59) 13.27 (.42) 11.82 (.56) 13.47 (.43) 12.03 (.41) 

Meaning 11.83 (.59) 14.36 (.43) 13.30 (.57) 15.35 (.33) 13.71 (.42)  

Treatmen

t 

EM Means 11.26 (.57) 13.82 (.40) 12.56 (.54) 14.41 (.35) 13.01 (.42) 

Perception 10.13 (.42) 12.88 (.29) 11.18 (.39) 13.31 (.30) 11.88 (.31) Both 

Meaning 11.12 (.42) 13.62 (.30) 12.10 (.40) 14.63 (.23) 12.87 (.29) 

 EM Means 10.62 (.40) 13.25 (.28) 11.64 (.38) 13.97 (.24) 12.43 (.37) 

First of all, the results of the repeated measures showed that treatment was 

significant (F(1,106)=4.73, p<.05, η2 =.23). Figure 1 displays the means of the 

immediate tests by Group. 
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Figure 1: Means of Immediate Tests, by Group 
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Day was significant (F(3,104)=49.42, p<.001, η2 =.58) for both groups. Results 

of the special contrast among days showed that all three comparisons were highly 

significant (F110(1,106)=106.10, p1<.001, η2 =.48; F2(1,106)=81.15, p2 <.001, η2 

=.46; F3(1,106)=23.14, p3<.001,η2 =.19).  When the teacher suddenly disappeared 

from the classroom, student performance dropped on Day 3 (independent learning) 

but performance was still better than Day 1. On Day 4, students had adjusted to self 

manipulation and their performance was the best among four days. Overall, students 

performed better under the self-manipulated conditions than the teacher-instructed 

conditions. Figure 2 displays the means of the immediate tests across four days.  

Figure 2: Means of Immediate Tests, by Day 
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10 F1 and p1 represent comparison between Day1 and Day 2; F2 and p2 represent comparisons between Day 3 
and Day4; F3 and p3 represent comparisons between (Day1+Day2)/2 and (Day 3+Day4)/2.  
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Component was significant (F(1,106)=45.23, p<.001,η2 =.23). Students 

performed significantly better on meaning tasks than on the perception tasks. Figure 

3 displays the means of the immediate tests by Component.  

Figure 3: Means of Immediate Tests, by Component 
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There was a significant interaction between Group and Component 

(F(1,106)=7.59, p<.01,η2 =.22) which demonstrated that the treatment group did 

especially well in meaning-related tasks as compared to the control group. Figure 4 

displays the interaction for the means of the immediate tests by Component and 

Group.   

Figure 4: Means of Immediate Tests, by Component & Group 
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The interaction between Day and Group was not significant (F(3, 104)=1.17, 
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p>.05,η2 =.22). Results of the special contrast among days showed that none of the 

three comparisons were significantly different (F1 (1,106)=.06, p1>.05,η2 =.48; F2 

(1,106)=3.45, p2>.05,η2 =.46; F3 (1,106)=.20, p3 >.05,η2 =.19). Figure 5 displays 

the means of the immediate tests by Day and Group.   

Retention Tests 

The same analytic procedure was used to analyze the main effects of the MIC 

method and different instructional strategies on the test components in the retention 

test as well as the interactions between each other; a 2 (Group) * 4 (Day) * 2 

(Component) repeated measures analysis was conducted including both the 

within-subjects and between-subjects variables. Similar to the immediate tests, a 

special contrast was run to make three comparisons regarding the effect of Day on 

the retention tests: Day1 versus Day 2; Day 3 versus Day4; (Day1+Day2)/2 versus 

(Day 3+Day4)/2. Estimated marginal 

Figure 5: Means of Immediate Tests, by Day & Group 
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means (EM means) and standard deviations of each day’s retention test results are 

reported in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Estimated Marginal Means (Standard Errors) of Retention Tests 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 EM Means 

Perception 4.77 (.55) 5.56 (.55) 3.67 (.39) 4.98 (.57) 4.74 (.48) 

Meaning 6.15 (.65) 6.97 (.60) 4.94 (.52) 7.11 (.64) 6.29 (.55) 

Control 

EM Means 5.46 (.54) 6.26 (.56) 4.30 (.44) 6.04 (.58) 5.52 (.51) 

Perception 6.37 (.57) 7.07 (.57) 4.98 (.40) 6.26 (.59) 6.17 (.50) 

Meaning 8.68 (.67) 9.21 (.62) 6.93 (.54) 9.27 (.67) 8.52 (.57) 

Treatm

ent 

EM Means 7.53 (.60) 8.14 (.58) 5.96 (.45) 7.76 (.60) 7.35 (.52) 

Perception 5.57 (.40) 6.31 (.40) 4.33 (.28) 5.62 (.41) 5.46 (.35) Both 

Meaning 7.42 (.47) 8.09 (.43) 6.39 (.37) 8.19 (.46) 7.41 (.40) 

 EM Means 6.49 (.42) 7.20 (.40) 5.13 (.31) 6.90 (.42) 6.50 (.38) 

Analyses of the retention tests produced similar results as the immediate tests. 

First of all, treatment was significant (F (1, 106)=6.33, p<.05, η2 =.25). Figure 6 

displays the means of the retention tests by Group. 

Day was significant (F (3, 104)=33.26, p<.001, η2 =.38). Results of the special 

contrast among days showed that all three comparisons were significantly different 

(F1 (1,106)=11.23, p1<.01, η2 =.12; F2 (1,106)=54.73,  

Figure 6: Means of Retention Tests, by Group 
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p2 <.001,η2 =.33; F3 (1,106)=20.75, p3<.001,η2 =.1511). Generally speaking, 

student performance is ranked from high to low in the following order: Day 2 

(teacher-cued instruction), Day 4 (student familiar independent work), Day 1 

                                                        
11 Similar to the immediate tests, F1 and p1 represent comparison between Day1 and Day 2; F2 and p2 represent 
comparisons between Day 3 and Day4; F2 and p2 represent comparisons between (Day1+Day2)/2 and (Day 
3+Day4)/2.  
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(teacher total instruction) and Day 3 (student unfamiliar independent work). Figure 7 

displays the means of the retention tests across four days. 

Figure 7: Means of Retention Test, by Day 
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Component was found to be highly significant (F (1,106)=158.09, p<.001, η2 

=.34), with students performing significantly better on then meaning tasks than on 

the perception tasks. Figure 8 displays the means of the immediate tests by 

Component.  

Figure 8: Means of Retention Tests, by Component 
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Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between Group and Component 

(F(3, 104)=6.74, p<.01, η2 =.27), which demonstrated that the treatment group did 

especially well in meaning-related tasks in the retention test as compared to the 
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control group. Figure 9 displays the interaction and means of the retention tests by 

Component and Group.   

Figure 9: Means of Retention Tests, by Component & Group 
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Finally, there was no interaction between Day and Group in the retention tests 

(F (3, 104)=.26, p>.01,η2 =.25). Results of the special contrast among days showed 

that none of the three comparisons were significantly different (F1(1,106)=.20, 

p1>.05,η2 =.12; F2(1,106)=.02, p2>.05,η2 =.33; F3(1,106)=.61, p3>.05,η2 =.15). 

Figure 10 displays the means of the retention tests by Day and Group.  

Figure 10: Means of Retention Test, by Day & Group 
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Application Test 

Two months later students were tested again on the new characters they had 

learned from their teachers since the completion of the experiment. Level 2 students 

learned 29 characters, level 3 and level 4 students each learned 44 characters. A 

similar application test of those characters consisting of the perception and meaning 

components was given to students in both the control and treatment group. To make 

their scores comparable, I used percentage correct score for data analysis. Figure 11 

displays the means of the application tests by Component and Group.   

Figure 11: Means of Application Test, by Group 
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Although the means of both the perception (Mean=50.72%, SE=1.62%) and 

meaning components (Mean=59.22%, SE=1.07%) for the treatment group were 

higher than the means of the control group (Mean for Perception 

Component=49.37%, SE=1.06%; Mean for Meaning Component=57.49%, 

SE=1.02%), the difference was not significant. For perception component, F(1, 

102)=.13, p>.05,η2 =.07; for meaning component, F(1, 102)=.09, p>.05,η2 =.12. 

Therefore, the treatment effect disappeared in the application test given two months 
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later.  

Level Effect 

In analyzing the impact of the MIC method including the level variable on both 

the immediate and retention tests, Group and Level were treated as a 

between-subjects variable, Day and Component were treated as within-subjects 

variable. Therefore, 2 (Group) * 3 (Level) * 4 (Day) * 2 (Component) repeated 

measures were performed on the dependent variables.  

Results showed that Level was significant in both the immediate (F(2, 

106)=7.03, p<.01, η2 =.21) and the retention tests (F(2, 106)=10.63, p<.001, η2 =.32). 

Figure 12 shows that students in higher levels did better than students in lower levels 

in both the immediate and retention tests.  

Figure 12: Means of Immediate and Retention Tests, by Level 
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There was a Day and Level interaction in the immediate tests (F(6, 102)=3.17, 

p<.01,η2 =.45), but not in the retention tests (F(6, 102)=1.13, p=.35,η2 =.25). Figure 

13 shows that the performance decrement on Day 3 only happened in lower level 

students; level 4 students actually showed a slight improvement on Day 3 over Day 

2. No three-way interaction was found for Day, Level and Group in the immediate 
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tests (F(6, 102)=.27, p>.05,η2 =.08), nor the retention tests (F(6, 102)=0.14, p>.05, 

η2 =.07), which demonstrated that performance between Day and Level was similar 

between the treatment and control group.  

Figure 13: Means of Immediate Tests, by Level and Day 
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There was a Component and Level interaction in the immediate tests (F(2, 

104)=3.47, p<.05,η2 =.27), but not in the retention tests (F(2, 104)=1.16, p=0.32,η2 

=.40). Figure 14 shows that, in the immediate test, as compared to Level 3 and Level 

4 students, Level 2 students lagged behind more on perception than on meaning 

tasks.  

Figure 14: Means of Immediate Tests, by Level and Component 
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There was a three-way interaction for Component, Level and Group in the 

immediate tests (F(2, 104)=4.60, p<.05,η2 =.34), but not the retention tests (F(2, 

104)=0.78, p=.46,η2 =.45).  Figures 15a and 15b indicate that Level and 

Component interacted differently for the control and treatment group in the 

immediate test. The Level 2 treatment group did significantly better on the meaning 

task than on the perception task in comparison to the control group. Therefore, the 

treatment significantly improved low-level students’ understanding of the meaning 

of characters. 

Figure 15: Means of Immediate Test of Control Group (a) and Treatment 

Group (b), by Level and Component 
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Figure 15 b 
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Heritage Effect 

In analyzing the impact of the MIC method including the heritage variable on 

both the immediate and retention tests, Group and Heritage were treated as a 

between-subjects variable, Day and Component were treated as within-subjects 

variable. Therefore, 2 (Group) * 2 (Heritage) * 4 (Day) * 2 (Component) repeated 

measures were performed on the dependent variables.  

Results showed that Heritage was a significant factor in both the immediate 

(F(1, 106)=22.73, p<.001,η2 =.43) and the retention tests (F(1, 106)=45.31, 

p<.001,η2 =.56). Figure 16 shows that heritage students not only did better than 

non-heritage students in both tests, but also showed less of a performance decrement 

in the retention tests as compared to their non-heritage peers.  

Figure 16: Means of Immediate and Retention Tests, by Heritage 
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There was Day and Heritage interaction in the immediate tests (F(3, 102)=5.12, 

p<.01,η2 =.65), but no interaction in the retention tests (F(3, 102)=2.82, p>.05,η2 

=.56). Figure 17 shows that, in the immediate test, the advantage of heritage students 

over non-heritage students declined on Day 4 (F (3,102)=9.20, p<.01, η2 =.29). 
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Figure 17: Means of Immediate Tests, by Heritage & Day 
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There was no Component and Heritage interaction in the immediate tests (F(1, 

104)=.62, p=0.43,η2 =.54), but there was an interaction in the retention test (F(1, 

104)=32.11, p<.001,η2 =.72). Figure 18 shows that, as compared to heritage students, 

non-heritage students lagged behind more on meaning than on perception tasks in 

the retention test. 

Figure 18: Means of Retention Test, by Heritage & Component 
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There was a Component, Heritage and Group three-way interaction in the 

immediate tests (F(1, 104)=9.78, p<.01,η2 =.47), but not for the retention tests (F(1, 

104)=1.92, p=.17,η2 =.67). Figures 19a and 19b show that Heritage and Component 

interact differently for the control and treatment group in the immediate test. 

Non-heritage students did significantly better on the meaning task than they did on 
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the perception task in the treatment condition than the control condition.  

Figure 19: Means of Immediate Test of Control Group (a) and Treatment 

Group (b), by Level and Component 
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CHAPTER 7   DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Discussion of Results 

The results of the study were not unexpected given the theoretical framework 

and the pilot study discussed in the previous chapters. This chapter elaborates on the 

theoretical and practical implications from the study’s results. For convenience, the 

research questions are repeated below:  

Q1: Will the method of making meaningful interpretation and chunking (MIC) 

of Chinese characters impact students’ immediate learning outcomes? 

Q2: Will the MIC method impact students’ retention of Chinese characters? 

Q3: Will the MIC method have a long-term effect on students’ learning of 

Chinese characters? More specifically, can students apply the MIC method to their 

continuous learning of Chinese characters and benefit from the method?  

Q4: In general, which instructional setting is more effective to learn Chinese 

characters, teacher total-instruction, teacher cued-instruction or students’ 

independent work?  

Q5: What are some of the subgroup effects from this method (i.e., level of 

instruction, heritage vs. non-heritage speakers)?   

Immediate Learning and Retention 

With regard to Research Questions 1 and 2, results empirically demonstrate that 

the MIC method enhances both learners’ immediate learning and retention of Chinese 

characters. As shown in Figures 1 and 6, students in the treatment group earned 

significantly higher scores than those in the control group for both the immediate tests 
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and the retention tests. 

These results are compatible with cognitive psychology’s memory theories, 

which confirm the importance of meaningful interpretation and chunking in 

immediate recall and retention of information (Anderson, 2005; Mandler & Ritchey, 

1977; Chase & Simon, 1973; Gobet, Retschitzki & de Voogt, 2004; Gobet & Simon, 

1998).  In all cases, we can improve memory if less meaningful material is 

converted into more meaningful material. The meaningful interpretation theory has 

been shown to be effective in various academic settings. For example, Cavallo (1992) 

found that students’ orientation towards meaningful learning predicted students' 

retention of biological topics. In an art class, Calverley (2002) concluded that making 

information more meaningful by using mnemonics, music, and rewards improved 

students’ memory retention for art works. Likewise, in a math class, students exposed 

to a meaningful math teaching approach (Ethnomathematics)  earned higher 

achievement marks and better retention in comparison with students taught with a 

conventional approach (Achor et al., 2009).  

In converting Chinese characters into more meaningful material, the MIC 

method first informed students that Chinese characters were not random symbols, but 

were grounded upon historical stories and possessed meaningful interpretation. Then 

students were introduced to the origins and categorization of Chinese characters. 

Sample stories of Chinese characters were given in each category and the teacher 

demonstrated how they could be meaningfully interpreted and retained. As neither the 

textbook nor their Chinese teachers had previously given/shared this information, 
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students in the treatment group were astonished and amazed upon learning the 

meaningful stories and patterns embedded in Chinese characters. In this sense, 

meaningful interpretation provided students with a framework and contextual clues to 

learn and retain Chinese characters. At the same time, this method raised their 

curiosity and motivation for learning Chinese.  

Chunking and association between chunks, the other element of the MIC method, 

enhances peoples’ short-term and long-term memory (Chase & Simon, 1973; Gobet, 

Retschitzki & de Voogt, 2004; Gobet & Simon, 1998; Miller, 1956; Rastle et al., 2000; 

Rubin & Becker, 1979; Taft & Forster, 1975). Generally speaking, in the field of 

language learning, mainstream thinking holds that chunking, or decomposing, is 

effective for word acquisition. Findings of the MIC method are compatible with Taft 

and Forster’s decomposition model for word recognition and acquisition (1975) 

which proposes that people tend to analyze words by first dissecting them into 

morphological components before searching their memory. In my study, when 

learning compound Chinese characters, students in the treatment group first 

decomposed the characters into familiar chunks/bujian and then proceeded to unite 

the character by combing the writing and meaning. As Taft and Forster (1975) claim, 

the advantage of this kind of decomposition procedure is obvious: an economy of 

memory storage. Instead of memorizing over 10 strokes, students only need to retain 

2 or 3 chunks. Although the initial process might be somewhat tedious for students 

who are less familiar with the chunks, the task becomes easier as they become 

exposed to and remember more chunks.   
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The MIC method also represents deeper processing of Chinese characters, as 

compared to memorization by strokes or as random symbols. Elaborative processing 

or deep processing is regarded as a crucial procedure learners must undergo to 

transfer/translate information from working memory to long-term retention 

(Anderson, 2005; Bransford, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Glenberg, Smith & 

Green, 1977). During deep processing, people convert stimuli to codes that can be 

stored in memory. In the MIC method, students are prompted to do all kinds of 

coding. For example, they can either transfer Chinese characters into meaningful 

stories or decompose characters into familiar chunks, then store those stories and 

chunks into memory. Research suggests that the deeper the code, the more likely an 

individual can recall information (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Howes, 2007). Therefore, 

the effectiveness of the MIC method is consistent with the deep processing theory, 

since elaboration and coding of Chinese characters enhance learner’s learning and 

retention. 

Finally, the effectiveness of the MIC method is also consistent with studies that 

investigate the relationship between radical knowledge and Chinese character 

acquisition. Although there is no literature on the MIC method in particular, teaching 

radical knowledge mirrors the MIC method because a radical is a type of Chinese 

character chunk with meaning or sound indications. Research on radical knowledge 

demonstrates that students with strong radical knowledge performed better in 

recognizing Chinese characters and produced novel morphological transparent 

characters significantly better than did students who lacked equivalent radical 
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knowledge (Shen, 2000; Shen & Ke, 2007). The findings of the MIC method are not 

only consistent with radical knowledge theory, but also extend its benefits to retaining 

the pronunciation and meaning of Chinese characters.  

Therefore, the advantages of the MIC method parallel the findings of cognitive 

psychology and implications of adapting radical knowledge into Chinese character 

learning. Elements of the MIC method described above (i.e., meaningful 

interpretation, chunking, association between chunks, deep processing, and radical 

knowledge) are crucial for effectiveness in Chinese character learning. In terms of 

their practical applications, these elements will be further discussed in the 

Implications section of this chapter.   

Long-Term Effect 

Regarding Research Question 3, the long-term effect of the MIC method on 

students’ learning of Chinese characters actually disappeared in the application test 

given two months later. Results indicated that although students in the treatment 

group still performed better than their peers in the control group, the advantage was 

no longer statistically significant. So why didn’t students retain and transfer the 

benefits of the MIC method into learning Chinese characters in the real-life 

classrooms?  

To answer this question, relevant theories regarding short-term, long-term and 

working memory need to be examined. In cognitive psychology, memory is divided 

into two categories: short-term memory and long-term memory (Davelaar et al., 

2005). Baddeley (1986) reconceptualized short-term memory by proposing a new 
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concept, working-memory, which focused on the manipulation or organization of 

material held in memory for a short term. No matter whether short-term or working 

memory, information should always be rehearsed in order to be transferred into 

long-term memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley, 1986; Bower, 1982). For 

example, in Baddeley’s model of working memory (1986), a decay assumption was 

proposed which stipulated that in order to retain information for longer, periodical 

repetitions and rehearsals were necessary either by “articulating it out loud”, or by 

“mentally simulating such articulation”. Accordingly, psychologists refer to two 

types of rehearsal: overt rehearsal that is manifest and public, and covert rehearsal 

that is mental and private (Bower, 1982; Baddeley, 1986).  

In this study, students’ performance in the immediate tests demonstrated their 

immediate working memory of the Chinese characters, as well as their 

implementation of the character learning strategy (traditional method in the control 

group and MIC method in the treatment group). In the retention tests, which were 

administered a week later, students demonstrated their retention of characters and 

the MIC method. Finally, in the application test given two months later, students 

demonstrated their long-term applicable memory of the method. To transfer 

short-term or working memory to long-term memory, information must be overtly 

and/or covertly rehearsed. However, during the two months between the experiment 

and the application test in this study, no overt rehearsal had been made, and Chinese 

teachers continued to use the traditional rote memorization method to teach Chinese 

characters to students who had been in the treatment and control groups. 
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Consequently, the diminished effect of the MIC method could be due to a lack of 

overt rehearsal and/or interference from the overt rehearsal of an opposing method 

of learning. To delve deeper and explore whether students were able to covertly 

rehearse the method, I interviewed two students in the treatment group after the 

application test. I asked them if they were able to use the MIC method in between 

the two months and one student commented specifically on the interference from the 

traditional method: 

Yes, but only in the first few days after the experiment. Our teacher was still 

teaching Chinese characters by kongxie (write in the air). We had to follow the 

teacher’s instruction and wrote characters stroke by stroke. There were no 

connections provided between chunks or characters, neither the memory tips. 

Everything went back to the past and we were gradually forgetting the MIC 

method. 

The other student also mentioned the challenges of applying the MIC method in 

his self-study: 

I really liked the MIC method that you knew how Chinese characters came 

from and how to memorize them by bujian (chunk). I tried to continue using 

this method in my self-study of Chinese characters, but it became difficult 

because when I had a question I didn’t know if I could turn to my teacher-she 

was still teaching us to write in the traditional way! ... Sometimes, I was not 

sure if I was chunking the characters in the right way; I was not sure if this 

chunk was the same as that one in another character and could not connect 
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them very well…I feel I was in a dilemma.  

Therefore, it is entirely conceivable that waning of the MIC method in the 

application test might be attributable to lack of both overt and covert rehearsal and 

to interference from the traditional learning method employed by participants’ 

teachers during the intervening two-month period during which students continued 

learning Chinese characters. Further, students struggled to apply the MIC method 

independently of their teacher, but still needed additional training to strengthen their 

ability to apply the method. This finding will be discussed further in the section on 

practical implications.  

Day Effect 

With regard to Research Question 4, which instructional setting is more 

effective for learning Chinese characters in general and for using the MIC method 

specifically, a similar trend of the immediate and retention tests was observed. 

Generally speaking, for both the treatment and the control groups, students 

performed better on Day 2 (teacher-cued instruction) than Day 1 (teacher total 

instruction). When the teacher was absent from the classroom, students’ performance 

dropped sharply on Day 3 (unfamiliar independent learning). On Day 4 (familiar 

independent learning), students’ performance improved significantly by either being 

better or close to their performance on Day 2 (teacher-cued instruction). Day 2 and 

Day 4 were ranked as the highest scores for both the immediate and retention tests.   

The above findings indicate that teacher-cued instruction and familiar 

independent learning are more effective for learning Chinese characters. This 
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conclusion is consistent with Bransford’s theory (1989) of “Wisdom can’t be told”. 

Bransford (1989) claimed that when knowledge and problem solving models were 

told to students, they could think of the knowledge and the models mechanically, but 

were not able to “think with” the knowledge or the model. Therefore, the knowledge 

they obtained was inert and their applicable skills of the knowledge were very weak. 

The more effective method, as discussed by Bransford (1986), was the 

problem-oriented acquisition procedure (teacher-cued) where students were given 

extensive opportunities to manipulate the objects and problems by themselves 

(student self-manipulation).  

Shen’s study (2007) on learning Chinese characters also reinforced the results. 

Shen (2007) claimed that, after being introduced to the method of deep processing, 

student self-motivated elaboration could be as effective as instructor-guided 

elaboration in the long run. In my study, after multiple MIC method practice and 

becoming accustomed to the independent learning environment, students performed 

very well in their independent learning (Day 4). Given this conclusion, we might ask: 

If students had opportunities to work independently on the characters they had 

learned between the experiment and the application test, why did students in the 

treatment group fail to perform significantly better in the application test? Again, as 

discussed earlier, in the experiment, students were all strictly following the MIC 

procedure, while after the experiment students might not have used the MIC method 

and/or they were subjected to interference from the traditional method that their own 

teachers continued to use to teach characters following the study.  
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Subgroup Effects 

The study also explored the effects of level and language background (heritage 

verus non-heritage) on using the MIC method to learn Chinese characters: Is the 

MIC method equally effective for those subgroups?  

First of all, findings demonstrated that both the Language Level and Heritage 

factors were significant in students’ learning outcomes. Higher level students 

performed significantly better than their lower level peers while heritage students 

performed significantly better than their non-heritage peers. However, comparison of 

the pretest results showed that higher level students and heritage students were 

already performing better before the experiment (Level: F(2, 106)=4.50, p<.05, η2 

=.20; Heritage: F(1, 106)=10.23, p<.01,η2 =.33). Despite the fact that the Chinese 

characters selected in the study had not yet been formally taught by their teachers, 

student had been exposed to these characters to a different extent and their prior 

knowledge before the experiment was significantly different between subgroups. 

This finding is compatible with the theory that supports the fundamental 

contribution of prior knowledge in an individual’s language learning process 

(Anderson and Pearson as cited by Xiao, 2006).  

Furthermore, results showed that there was no interaction between the 

Level/Heritage and treatment and that the method should be equally effective for 

low-level and high-level learners as well as for heritage and non-heritage learners. 

Based on this subgroup finding, it is suggested that the MIC method could be 
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introduced to students at a lower level (probably level II12) who had some prior 

knowledge of Chinese characters. By learning the MIC method at an earlier stage in 

their acquisition of Chinese characters, students could benefit more in their learning 

of characters.  

Results of the subgroup effects also demonstrated that lower-level and 

non-heritage students showed the most performance decrement on the immediate 

test of Day 3 when they were required to conduct independent learning of the 

characters for the first time. Another finding was that lower-level and non-heritage 

students lagged behind on the perception tasks than on the meaning tasks when 

compared to higher-level and heritage students. Based on the “constructivist view”, 

CFL teachers should consider students’ prior knowledge when planning instruction 

(Limon, 2001). Thus, when using the MIC method to teach Chinese characters, 

teachers might need to provide more scaffolding to lower-level and non-heritage 

students.  

Implications for Teaching Practices 

Discussion of this study’s research findings provides some possible suggestions 

for teaching practices that implement the MIC method in instruction.  

First of all, the MIC method differs from method of using radical knowledge in 

teaching Chinese characters. To be clear, the MIC method integrates the knowledge 

of radicals as a way to ensure meaningful interpretation, but is not confined to this 

alone. Implementation of the MIC method should embed the following three key 

                                                        
12 Remember that Level I Chinese learners were excluded from the experiment because they had only 
learned a few Chinese characters and had no knowledge of bujian/chunks or radicals. 
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elements: (1) meaningful background knowledge (origination and types of Chinese 

characters, radical knowledge); (2) chunking (bujian); and (3) association between 

characters consisting of the same radicals or chunks. For a detailed description of the 

MIC method, readers can refer to the chapter of Instrumentation and Methodology. 

Second, when using the MIC method in teaching Chinese characters, the role of 

the teacher is more like a facilitator rather than an indoctrinator. To be more specific, 

the following suggestions are provided:  

1) Teachers need to clearly introduce the MIC method and demonstrate to 

students how to use this method in memorizing Chinese characters through abundant 

examples; 

2) When a radical or a bujian first appears in a character, it is suggested 

that teachers introduce it to students so that students can store this information as 

nodes in a memory net and later activate these memory nodes when encountering 

characters with the same radical or bujian; 

3) In daily lessons, teachers can teach students how to connect Chinese 

characters with similar radicals or bujian together to prompt them to activate their 

prior knowledge, the radical or bujian they learned before, in a memory net;   

4) Teachers should not impose his or her own interpretation of every 

character to students. Teacher indoctrination is not only inefficient, but inhibits 

students’ critical thinking skills and deep processing of characters. In this sense, 

teachers should encourage students to independently use the MIC method to learn 

characters and provide scaffolding to students when needed; 
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5) Students need constant exposure and rehearsal in using the MIC 

method. Teachers need to provide ample opportunities for students to use this 

method in class as well as in self-study at home.  

Third, with regard to when to introduce the MIC method and how to provide 

differentiated instructions among students, results of the study indicated that this 

method could be introduced to students at a lower level (probably level II) who had 

some prior knowledge of Chinese characters. By learning the MIC method at an 

earlier stage of their acquisition of Chinese characters, students could benefit more 

in their overall learning of characters. Further, results of the study also suggested 

that lower-level and non-Chinese-heritage speakers need more scaffolding and 

practice in mastering this method. They also particularly lagged behind on the 

perception tasks (pronouncing and writing the characters) when compared to 

higher-level and heritage students. Thus, when using the MIC method to teach 

Chinese characters, teachers might need to provide more support to lower-level and 

non-heritage students and give particular attention to helping students improve their 

pronunciation and writing of Chinese characters. 

Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

This study has several limitations that should be noted. First, due to time and 

space constraints, I used convenience sampling to draw study participants for the 

study in which participants were all from the same school district, a high 

socioeconomic school district. Despite the fact that both high-performing and 

low-performing students were recruited as participants, the convenience sample 
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limits the external validity of the study. If possible, future researchers could use 

random sampling from a larger sampling pool to ensure representativeness of the 

population in order to generalize results to different student populations.  

This study was also limited in terms of the setting of the study. From the first 

day of the study, students knew that they were participating in an experiment. 

Although they stayed in their original classroom, they had a new teacher, new 

material to learn and new structure of lessons that only focused on character learning. 

This setting was different from students’ real-life learning setting and students might 

have behaved differently during the duration of the study. Furthermore, a few 

students were able to guess the condition (either treatment or control) they were 

assigned to and behaved accordingly. For example, on Day 2 of the experiment, one 

student in the control group kept asking, “Are we in the control group?” Although 

neither the researcher nor the teacher answered his question and both of them asked 

for his cooperation, his question might have affected students’ motivation thereby 

biasing the effect of the intervention.  

In addition, the study was unable to demonstrate the long-term effects of the 

MIC method. The real length of the intervention only lasted for four days and 

measurement of learning outcomes was limited to four sets of Chinese characters 

(thirty-two characters). Findings of the study demonstrated that the MIC method was 

effective within this short period of time and within a small range of Chinese 

characters. However, due to interference from the opposing traditional method 

employed by teachers after the experiment, we were unable to ascertain the 
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long-term effect of the MIC method. Since we were interested in both the short-term 

and long-term learning outcomes of students, the lack of evidence for the long-term 

effects of the MIC method is another limitation of the study.  

To overcome the second and third limitations of the study mentioned above, 

future research, instead of randomly assigning students to different conditions, could 

assign teachers to different treatment/control conditions. Teachers in the treatment 

group could be trained on the MIC method while teachers in the control group could 

be told to only use the traditional method to teach Chinese characters. Students in 

both groups would then be tracked longitudinally to gauge their performance in 

learning Chinese characters. This proposed future research design simulates a 

real-life classroom setting and can reveal whether the MIC method has long-term 

effects of Chinese characters learning.   

Finally, this study did not investigate the relationship between types of Chinese 

characters and the effect of the intervention. For example, since the MIC method 

emphasizes meaningful interpretation, it could be more effective for transparent 

Chinese characters which can be easily interpreted as compared to non-transparent 

Chinese characters. Other characteristics of Chinese characters that might influence 

the effect of the intervention include number of strokes, character frequency, and 

whether characters are introduced in context. Researchers interested in studying the 

linguistics of Chinese characters can take an in-depth look into these research 

directions.  
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Appendix A: Letter of Agreement 

XXX High School 
 

Letter of Agreement 
 
          

September 8, 2009 
 

To the Stanford Institutional Review Board (IRB):  
 
I am familiar with Xiaoqiu Xu’s research project entitled “A New Approach to 

Teach Chinese Characters: Using Meaningful Interpretation and Chunking,” I 
understand XXX High School’s involvement to be allowing Mandarin teachers to be 
interviewed and allowing students to be introduced a new method of learning 
Chinese characters, to be observed and interviewed, and to provide pretest and 
posttest data.  

 
I understand that this research will be carried out following sound ethical 

principles and that participant involvement in this research study is strictly voluntary 
and provides confidentiality of research data, as described in the protocol.    

 
Therefore, as a representative of XXX High School, I agree that Xiaoqiu Xu’s 

research project may be conducted at our agency/institution. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
XXX 
Principal of XXX High School 
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Appendix B: Information Letter 

Information Letter 
 
This study will be conducted by Xiaoqiu Xu, a graduate student in School of 

Education, Stanford University, U.S.A., who is under the direction and supervision 
of amado Padilla, Professor, School of Education, Stanford University, U.S.A..  

 
The purpose of the study is to better understand a technique of 

teaching/learning Chinese characters. This study will allow the student (Xiaoqiu Xu) 
to examine whether using meaningful representation of Chinese characters can 
promote learners’ Chinese character acquisition. By utilizing to some degree this 
experience and organizing the data, the student (Xiaoqiu Xu) will prepare a paper for 
a course/conference/thesis. 

  
Participants might also be asked to answer additional questions about how 

he/she use the technique (meaningful representation of Chinese characters) and 
whether the method helps his/her learning. 

 
It will take approximately 5 visits for the student (Xiaoqiu Xu) to complete her 

study (5 classroom observations and 1 interview). The interview will happen on the 
same day of the last classroom observation. The student (Xiaoqiu Xu) might request 
addition time if more time is needed for the study.  

 
The study is a voluntary cooperation. Participants can refuse to participate or 

refuse to answer any survey and interview questions which will involve no negative 
consequences. Xiaoqiu Xu would be available for any questions. 

 
There may be some benefits to participate.  These include acquire a new 

strategy of memorizing Chinese characters and self-reflecting on the strategies I 
have used for Chinese character learning.  

 
The participants can stop his/her participation at any time.  All the data and 

information provided will be kept by Xiaoqiu Xu confidentially. After the survey and 
interview are done, Xiaoqiu Xu will keep every identity anonymous and only input 
data by ID numbers. Results from the study may be published in professional journals, 
but no participant or school will ever be identified by name in any such publication.   
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Appendix C: Pretest 

Please circle the character you know and write down its pinyin and meaning (If 
you only know its pinyin or meaning, then just write down either of them).  

 

心  正  牛 父  

认  加 交  母  

识  园  关  动  

忙 兴  把  邮  

活  架  举  话  

姓  虽  选  亲  

望  高  换 谈 

慢  然  着  难 
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Appendix D: Character Selection Rubrics 

Character Selection Rubrics 
 
1. Human Memory Capacity 
Rationale: Humans are able to hold 7 ± 2 items in memory (Miller, 1956). 

Therefore, we chose 8 characters to teach per day； 

 
2. Number of Strokes/Density  
Rationale: According to the Dictionary of Modern Chinese Characters (2005, p. 

155), average strokes of the 1000 most frequent characters is 7.958. Therefore, for 
each character set, I selected 4 characters at 7 strokes and below, and 4 characters at 
8 strokes and above.  

There are 2 characters for each category: 5 strokes & below, 6-7 strokes, 8-9 
strokes, and10 strokes & above.  

 
3. Frequency  
Rationale: Modern Chinese Character Frequency List  
(http://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/statistics/char/list.php?Which=MO)  
Characters are all selected from Nihao IV and most are among the 1000 most 

frequent characters (over 60% are among the 500 most frequent characters). In each 
character set13, 

Frequency top 100 and below: 1 character 
Frequency top 101-500: 4 characters 
Frequency top 501-1000: 2 characters 
Frequency top 1001-2000: 1 characters  
 
4. Transparency of Phonetic-Semantic Compounds 
2-3 characters in each set are not transparent and hard to analyze (highlighted) 
 
5.  Learning in context 
In each character set, there are 4 characters that can make up two words (each 

word of two characters). The other 4 characters are introduced not in word set, but 
individually. 

   

Character Sets Selected for Four Days: 

Note: numbers are the frequency ranking; highlighted are non-transparent characters 
 
 
                                                        
13 There is exception on day 2. On day 2, there is no character ranking beyond 1000, but 园, ranking 988th, is 

very close to 1000th.   
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Strokes Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 

心 90 正 129 牛 1018 父 589 
5 strokes 
and 
below 

认 213 加 166 交 320 母 565 

识 360 园 988 关 127 动 73 
6-7 
strokes 

忙 827 兴 531 把 110  邮 1652 

活 219 架 846 举 586 话 170 
8-9 
strokes 

姓 1149 虽 504 选 499 亲 362 

望 326 高 134 换 824 谈 474 
10-15 
strokes 

慢 822 然 55 着 41 难 295 

words 
认识，忙活 高兴，虽然 交换，选举 谈话，父（母）

亲 

 
Characters from Nihao 4 (frequency ranking in the bracket): 

3 strokes：才 (235)，习 (676), 工(118) 

4 strokes：心 (90)，认 (213)，牛（1018）父（589） 

5 strokes ：交 (320)，加 (166)，正 (129)，发 (47)，功(452) 母（565） 

6 strokes：园(988)，向 (146)，成 (59)，忙(827) ，关(127)，当(71)，动(73)，

兴(531)，件(250)，把(110)，收(351)，迟 （1374），防 （548） 

7 strokes：非(283)，但(95)，邮(1652)，吵(2040)，识 （340） 

8 strokes：始(381)，放(291)，姓(1149)，泡(2000), 饱 (1998)，话 （170）现 

9 strokes：选 (499)，活(219)，除(464)，参(507)，练(1005)，虽(504)，拾(1961)，

信(176), 架(846)，举 (586) 亲（362） 

10 strokes：谈(474)，候(341)，脑(646)，消(439)，准(379)，难(295), 高 （134），
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换 （824） 

11 strokes：着(41)，望 （326），常（187） 

12 strokes：然(55)，答（559） 

13 strokes：简(716)， 

14 strokes: 慢(822) 
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Appendix E: Meaningful Interpretation & Chunking (MIC) 

Part I: Composition of Chinese Characters: 
 

1. Pictograms (象形象形象形象形 xiàng xíng "form imitation") 

Thought to be the oldest types of characters, pictographs were originally 
pictures of things. During the past 5,000 years or so they have become simplified 
and stylised. 

e.g., 火，山，日，月，人 

 

2. Simple ideograms (指事指事指事指事 zhǐ shì "indication") 

Ideograms express an abstract idea through an iconic form, including iconic 
modification of pictographic characters.  

e.g., 一， 二，三， 本，末 

本 běn, "root" - a tree (木 mù) with the base indicated by an extra stroke. 

末 mò, "apex" - the reverse of 本 (běn), a tree with the top highlighted by an 

extra stroke. 
 

3. Ideogrammic compounds (会意会意会意会意 huì yì "joined meaning") 

In ideogrammic compounds, two or more pictographic or ideographic 
characters are combined to suggest a third meaning.  

木×2 = 林 

lín 

木×3 = 森 

sēn 

人+木 = 休 

xiū 
two trees 

→ grove 
three trees 

→ forest 
a man leaning against a tree 

→ rest 
 

4. Phono-semantic compound characters （（（（形声形声形声形声 xíng shēng "form and sound") 

These are often called radical-phonetic characters. They form the majority of 

Chinese characters by far—over 90%. A 形声 character is composed of phonetic 

element and a meaning element (“radical”, 部首 bu shou). 
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Meaning Pronunciation Compound 

艹 

plant 

化 

huà 

花 

huā “flower” 

马 

horse 

奇 

qí 

骑 

qí "ride" 

扌 

hand 

白 

bái 

拍14 

pái "to clap, to 
hit" 

 
 
 

                                                        
14 Note the pronunciation of 拍 does not exactly match the pronunciation of the phonetic radical 白, but they 
share the same final ai.  
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Part II: Chunking 
 
The 132 most common bujian (chunks) used in 3500 frequently used Chinese 

characters (Chinese Linguistics Commission, 2005):  
 

口，日，木 ，扌，氵，艹，一，亻，土 ，人，宀，月， 又，十，亠，

女，八，大，讠，贝，纟，辶，冖，虫，阝， 钅，心，刂，禾 ，田，寸，厶，

力，忄，火 ，肖字底， 夂，勹，攵，乂，尸，丶，广，目，石，刀，巾，山，

尚字 头，�，子孑，隹，左字框，白，车 ，米 ，立 ，夕， 丷，疒，几，

止，工，儿，囗，足旁，厂，方，马，卧人， 王，页，匕，冫，示，爫，斤，

欠，犭，灬，卷字底，门， 彡，耳，皿，罒，贞字头，负字头，小，耂，斜玉

(王)，匚， 彳，兀，穴，彐，雨，戈，酉，艮，户，衤，干，今，鸟， 辛，

矢，昔字头，丂，凵，丿，饣，士，衣，羽，丰，甫， 弓，巳，可字框，两点

/冬字底，犬，天，冂，幺，且，殳， 丁，见，朩，戊，甚字底 
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Part III: Associations between Radicals and Chunks 

 
Read the following Chinese character sets and circle the common radicals or 

chunks shared by the characters. Can you add another character sharing the same 
radical or chunk?  

 

1. 停 传 仁 _____ 

2. 网 周 冈 _____ 

3. 跃 跳 距 _____ 

4. 给 约 红 _____ 

5. 边 过 送 _____ 

6. 老 者 考 _____ 

7. 开 异 弈 _____ 

8. 防 阻 那 _____ 

 

Tip 
 
The big secret here is: Meaningful Interpretation + Chunking! Also, there is no right 
or wrong in using this method. Whatever works for you works best. Sometimes, you 
can create your own way to memorize the character. Also, associating characters 
consisting of the same radicals or chunks can further improve your memory.  
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Appendix F: Student Handouts 

Part I: Day 1 Handout for the Treatment Group15 
 

Day 1 Activity 1: 学 8 个汉字（Learn 8 Characters） 

Character Pinyin meaning Memory 

Tip 

Write the  
Character 

words 

心 Xin heart   好心（人）haoxin 

认 Ren recognize   认识 renshi 

识 Shi know   认识 renshi 

忙 Mang busy   忙活 manghuo 

活 Huo Live, alive   忙活 manghuo 

姓 Xing Surname   姓名 xingming 

望 wang Hope    希望 xiwang 

慢 man Slow    慢跑 manpao   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                        
15 Handouts of Day 2, 3 and 4 are the same except for different character sets.  
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Part II: Day 1 Handout for the Control Group16 
 

Day 1 Activity 1: 学 8 个汉字（Learn 8 Characters） 

Character Pinyin meaning 
Write the  
character  

words 

心 Xin heart  好心（人）haoxin 

认 Ren recognize  认识 renshi 

识 Shi know  认识 renshi 

忙 Mang busy  忙活 manghuo 

活 Huo Live, alive  忙活 manghuo 

姓 Xing Surname  姓名 xingming 

望 wang Hope   希望 xiwang 

慢 man Slow   慢跑 manpao   

 

                                                        
16 Handouts of Day 2, 3 and 4 are the same except for different character sets.  
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Part III: Day 1 Handout for Both the Treatment & Control Group17 
 

Day 1 Activity 2: 组词（Making up Words/Phrases） 

Please look up the character in the dictionary and write down two 
words/phrases that contains the character and their meanings. 

 
Character Word 1 

(in Chinese) 
Word 1 
Meaning (in 
Eng.) 

Word 2 
(in Chinese) 

Word 2 
Meaning (in 
Eng.) 

心 
    

认 
    

识 
    

忙 
    

活 
    

姓 
    

望 
    

慢 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
17 Handouts of Day 2, 3 and 4 are the same except for different character sets.  
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Appendix G: Teaching Procedures 

Procedure of Teaching (Introduction) 

Step 1 （（（（20 min））））  

Teacher provides handout (part I in Appendix E).  

Introduce the linguistic knowledge on the composition of Chinese characters, 

demonstrating that most Chinese characters could be categorized into four types and 

that we could possibly make meaningful interpretation of Chinese characters in terms 

of its writing and meaning.  

� Teacher goes through every categories and examples (refer to Appendix E, 

Part I) 

� xiangxing: draw picture;  

� zhishi: add or modify one more stroke for a simple character 

� huiyi: combination of characters/radicals to represent a meaning 

� xingsheng: half meaning and half pronunciation (emphasize on this 

category and give more examples) 

� Review: Ask students how many types of Chinese characters they’ve learned 

and what they are 

Step 2 (15 min) 

Teacher provides handout (part II in Appendix E).  

Teacher mention that phono-semantic compounds (xingsheng zi) makes up about 

90% of Chinese characters. Unfortunately, only about 26% xingsheng zi are 

transparent or close to transparent (Zhu as cited in Everson, 1987). Transparent means 

the phonetic radical matches with the pronunciation of the character and the semantic 
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radical matches with the meaning of the character. In the majority of phono-semantic 

characters, only one radical matches or is close to the pronunciation/meaning of the 

character or neither of the radicals match the character, e.g., 折 (write it down on the 

blackboard). Also, there are complex characters that are difficult to be interpreted 

meaningful, e.g., 望. 

Then, how do we memorize the non-transparent and complex characters? (Pause 

and ask students) � Teacher answer: Still we remember according to the chunks 

(bujian) but not the strokes. Teacher points to 望 and explain. Teacher explains that 

we can memorize this character according to three chunks, 亡，月，王, and point out 

that 王 is the phonetic radical which matches with the pronunciation of the character. 

Teacher facilitated students to interpret the meaning of 望 (look at the moon).  

Teacher demonstrates: at this moment, we don’t need to remember the 132 

bujian (chunks), but when learning complex characters, we chunk them by ourselves 

(of course you can refer to this sheet anytime). With the accumulation of time, we 

will gradually have the bujian stored in the brain. We will also be able to cluster the 

characters of the same bujian together.  

Step 3 (15 min): 

Teacher provides handout (part III in Appendix E).  

Teacher provides eight sets of Chinese characters (e.g, 停，传，仁) consisting of 

the same radicals or chunks and asks students to circle common radicals or chunks 

shared by the characters identify as well as think of another character consisting of the 

same radical or chunk (e.g. 你). Teacher emphasizes that associating characters 
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consisting of the same radicals or chunks can enhance students’ memory of Chinese 

characters.  

Teacher asks students: So how to better memorize Chinese characters?  

The big secret here is: Meaningful Interpretation + Chunking! Also, there is no 

right or wrong in using this method. Sometimes, you can create your own way to 

memorize the character. Whatever works for you works best. Remember when you 

think, you remember.  

Procedure of Teaching (Character Set 1) 

Experimental Groups (15 minutes) 

The teacher teaches character set 1.  

Step 1: Review yesterday’s lesson (the concluding questions: 1. How many types 

of Chinese characters? And what are they (in their own words)? 2. What if they are 

not transparent and we can’t interpret them in a meaningful way? Do you remember 

the character stroke by stroke?  

2. The teacher tells students that they will learn 8 characters today and she will 

share memory tips with them based on yesterday’s lesson. Let students know that 

they should jot down notes (memory tips) for each character they will learn today. 

3. When she is modeling the writing of the character, she talks about why it is 

written this way and why it had this specific meaning (see explanation for each 

character below).  

4. After explaining each character, the teacher reads the character and asks 

students to repeat after her twice, and then ask students to write down the character on 
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the handout (see the column “Write the Character”). 

1. 心： three drops of blood 

Ask student 好心 是什么意思，kind (heart): 石（张）老师是一个好心人。 

2. 认: the left radical 讠 represents the meaning (talk, express out) and the 

right radical 人 represents the sound (ren, similar pronunciation of 认). 

3. 识：the left radical 讠 represents the meaning (talk, express out) and the 

right radical 只 represents the sound (emphasize again that 形声字的sound might 

not exactly match the sound of its phonetic compound, 可以在黑板上写下zhi 和shi, 

and underline i in both pinyin).  识 is know, which is a deeper meaning than 认，

recognize. Ask students the meaning of 认识 as a word: know, recognize, 你认识我

吗？ 

4. 忙：this is the xingshengzi we mentioned yesterday (review), but you can 

also remember it in another way: 左边是心（旁），右边是亡 (death), the meaning of 

the character is 忙. 忙 means “busy” because the character looks like “heart is busy 

to death” (pause for students’ comprehension). 

5. 活： 会意字，左边是三点水，右半是舌头，舌头有水所以活着 （your 

tongue has water so you are alive, 活means alive, to live）. Ask students the meaning 

of 忙活 as a word: busy doing something, 我整天都在忙活.  

6. 姓： 1. 会意：女生，人类古时候是母系社会 (Ancient society is 

female-dominated, so children has the surname of their mom 女生)， 2. 形声. Ask 

students the meaning of 姓名 （name）  
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7. 望： review chunking，望 means look, hope, 上面是形，在月亮下都要

hope/look到死了。 

Introduce 希望 (hope): 我希望上学不用考试。 

8. 慢： review chunking，慢 means slow，it has something to do with heart 

(heart beats slow? )  

慢跑: run slowly, jog. 你喜欢慢跑吗？ 

Procedure of Teaching (Character Set 2) 

Experimental Group 

Step 1: Opening: Yesterday we learned 8 characters. Today we’ll continue to 

learn another 8 characters. 

Clarification: the memory tip can help, mainly on the writing of the character, if 

the character is not transparent. If it is transparent, it can also help you memorize its 

meaning and sound.   

Step 2: Teaching procedure is same as DAY 1: i. write the character on the board, 

ii. Explain the memory tip with students’ input (see explanation for each character); 

iii. Students read after the teacher for twice and write down the character.  

1. 加: tell students they can use chunking to memorize the word. Ask students 

how. 

Answer: 力+口 (power+mouth=plus) 

Note: If student’s answer is different from yours but makes sense, that’s good 

too. 
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2. 架：tell students it is a transparent character, circle two chunks and ask which 

is meaning and which is pinyin. 

Note: mention 加, the previous character they just learned.  

3. 园：tell students it is a transparent character, circle two chunks and ask which 

is meaning and which is pinyin. 

Note: the big 口 is meaning which looks like a yard, and the character means 

yard. 

元 (yuan) is the pronunciation.  

4. 高：tell students they can use chunking to memorize the character and ask 

how.  

5. 兴：tell students they can use chunking to memorize the word, ask: do you see 

a 六 in this character?  

6. 虽：tell students they can use chunking to memorize the character and ask 

how.  

解答：口+虫 (或者口+口+…) 

7. 然：tell students they can use chunking to memorize the character and ask 

how. 

8. 正：tell students they can use chunking to memorize the character and ask 

how. 

Note: 1. 下 plus two strokes；  

1. Another way to memorize: look at the strokes, it is always 竖 after 横，横

after 竖. 
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Appendix H: Quiz 

Section 1: Please write down the characters you hear and their meanings in 
English.  

 
1.  
 
2.  
 
3.  
 
4.  
 
5.  
 
6.  
 
7.  
 
8.  
 
___________________________________________________________ 
Section 2: Please write down the pinyin and meaning of each character  
 

Character Pinyin Meaning 

认 
  

心 
  

识 
  

慢 
  

活 
  

望 
  

姓 
  

忙 
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Appendix I: Correlation between Measurement Tasks 

Table 9: Pearson Correlation between Tasks  

Table 9a: Pearson Correlation between Day 1 Tasks (N=108) 

Task  Day1_RP Day1_RM Day1_LW Day1_LM 

Day1_RP         

Day1_RM .754**         

Day1_LW .791**   .748**       

Day1_LM .752**   .816**   .797**      

 

Table 9b: Pearson Correlation between Day 2 Tasks (N=108) 

Task  Day2_RP Day2_RM Day2_LW Day2_LM 

Day2_RP         

Day2_RM .699**         

Day2_LW .778**   .690**       

Day2_LM .715**   .828**   .791**      

 

Table 9c: Pearson Correlation between Day 3 Tasks (N=108) 

Task  Day3_RP Day3_RM Day3_LW Day3_LM 

Day3_RP         

Day3_RM .746**         

Day3_LW .823**   .757**       

Day3_LM .697**   .820**   .839**      

 

Table 9d: Pearson Correlation between Day 4 Tasks (N=108) 

Task  Day4_RP Day4_RM Day4_LW Day4_LM 

Day4_RP         

Day4_RM .620**         

Day4_LW .670**   .620**       

Day4_LM .514**   .742**   .579**      

   

 

 


